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Gorman high-lovel estimate of the situation in Italy in August, 1943

I, Missolini’s downfall, the first consequence of the successful Allied
advance on Sicily, clearly showed that the defeat in Africa had had a vital

TiVhatever the attitude of the nevj- Italianeffect on the Italian people,
government regarding the continuation of the war, one had to consider the
fact that the next Allied objective would be to break up the already unsteady
Axis partnership, in order to gain a foothold on the continent of Europe.
This meant that the Allies had to abandon extensive plans v/hich required
long-toivn planning and instead, land wherever the situation permitted an
operation of this type to be carried out with the greatest speed, i,e, in
southern, or even in central Italy. The main effort could be made on the
mountainous western coast, which offered the tempting objectives of Naples
and Rome, or on the eastern coast, which was ideal for motorised troops and

Bari and the particularly important initialoffered Taranto, Brindisi,
objective, i. e. Poggia air-base.

The German command had to decide how to continue operations unaided, or

at any rate v/ithout effective assistance from the most important member of
the Axis.

War in Italy would mean bringing in a larger number of German divisions
oviring to the steadily deteriorating situation, were urgently needed onwhich,

the Ihstern front.

On the other hand, a complete evacuation of Italy and a withdraTval to the

Alpine front, which could be garrisoned more economically, would have meant
not only;

(1) A considerable loss of political prestige,

(2) relinquishing the very important contribution made by Italian war
industries and agricultxire to the Axis potential,

(3) surrendering the Po valley, v/here the Allied Air Force could
assemble in any strength required,

but also would have caused

(a) the complete reversal of the German over-all situation in the
Balkans and in Prance.

This solution was therefore rejected from the very first and there

remained the question of the type of defence which would best ensure absolute
control of the Po Valley for a considerable period vd.th the forces available.

The vie'ws of the two officers. Field—Ifershals Rommel and Kesselring
T/ho were to submit suggestions to OKW for the final decision, were very
divergent,

II.

was the case in the African campaign.as

The author, formerly C.-in-C. of the PLftcenth Ariiy in_ northern Prance
was first attached to Rommel's staff near Mmich at the beginning of August,
and then to Kesselring's staff on 9 August, and had to report to liitlor twuce,
i.o. on 8 and 17 August. He had, therefore, the opportunity of becoming
acquainted mth the differing opinions at first hand.

1) Field-Marshal Rommel, who was well acquainted \fith Italian mentality from
experience in two World Wars, no longer trusted the Italians and expected tnem
to break a^vay sooner or later. The concentration of good Italian divisions
in the Brenner Pass and Rome areas, which the Coiranando Supremo had placed in

/the'
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the v/ay of fresh German reinforcements moving into Italy, as v/oll as its
efforts to move German divisions already in Italy as far south as possible,
confirmed his suspicions.

Considering the German situation as a whole, he thought it necessary to
make do with as few German troops as possible in the Italian theatre, and to
keep these as far north as possible, as otherwise they would run the risk of
being cut off by landings in the rear,
northern Italy only, and to move back German motorised troops in the south in
the even of an Allied landing (these v/ould fall back slowly v/hilst carrying
out mobile operations) in order to gain the time required to consolidate
positions in the northern Apennines.

He proposed, therefore, to defend

2) Fiold-ifershal Kesselring as usual, took a very optimistic view of the
Like the Germati ambassador von lackensen and the Military Attache

General von Rintelen, he was convinced, in his frank, trusting soldier's way,
by numerous personal assurances from the King, the Grown Prince, General
Badoglio and Commando Supremo, that Italy would remain faithful to the Axis

partnership and would continue the war with even greater energy.

He was fxilly awrare of the low fighting value of the Italian troops, which
had been particularly evident in the Sicilian campaign, but hoped to master
the situation in spite of this by the appropriate distribution of strong
German units, and briefed such units for southern Italy, the Rome area and
northern Italy,
evacuation of Sicily and later of Sardinia and Corsica in order to have the

divisions stationed there at his disposal on the mainland, where after assemb

ling the German forces he vdshed to commence defensive operations south of
Rome,

situation.

As a result of these considerations he recommended the

3) Hitler's strategic theories had become increasingly static and primitive
during the defensive battles in Russia;

"If/herever the German soldier has set foot he -will remain".

Hitler never recognised and indeed did not want to recognise that the
most impeertant objective in war is to defeat the enemy anrny. He always strove
for territorial gains, and in spite of all the failures in Russia, he persisted
vdth almost insane delusion more and more uncompromisingly in the theory of

static warfare, holding every foot of ground no matter what it cost, in a
situation where successes against the colossal Russian n-umerical superiority
could only have been achieved by flexible, imaginative leadership.

JVbreover, he considered it unnecessary to make far-sighted, factual total
estimates of the relative strengths of both sides and the resultant possibili
ties or necessities and usually only made decisions according to momentary
requirements.

One would have thought that even now he would have been more inclined to

accept the proposals put forward by Pield-lfershal Kesselring which were nearer
This time, however, he understood the situation mosthis own theories,

clearly and made a reasonable decision.

On 17 August he told me the following:

(a) "I have positive proof from intercepted radio messages that
Badoglio is already negotiating an armistice with the Allies,
quite possible that the Italian comraands at the front have not been
informed of this,

(b) I expect that strong Allied forces will be landed soon on the
Italian mainland.

It is
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(c) The primary task of your now Army H.Q, will he to move back Gorman
divisions in southern Italy as quiolcly and as intact as possible into
the area south-east of Rome,

early as to provide the Italians with a justification for their defection".
However withdrawals will not be made as

III, Orders issued from OKW at this time were in accordance vdth the above
views:

(1) Preparations will be made (in absolute secrecy) to disarm the Italian
Armed Forces and to take control of Rome immediately after the defection

(Operation Axis).

(2) Northern Italy vdll definitely be defended,
Pield-I\fershal Rommel's proposals, therefore, positions mil bo built in

the northern Apennines and in both adjoining coastal areas,

intended to garrison these with infantry and mountain divisions which are

moving up.

(3) German motorised divisions in southern and central Italy will make
a slov/ fighting ?ri.thdrav/al northv/ards after the enemy has landed, delaying
the enemy advance so that sufficient time may bo gained to consolidate

positions in the Apennines.

(a) Field-Marshal Rommel will remain in command in northern Italy for the
time being and. will direct the construction of positions and occupation
of coastal areas,

still to be determined, troops in the south will also be placed under his
command.

In accordance with

It is

After a transitional period, the length of which has

(5) Field-Marshal Kesselring v/ill remain temporarily in command in
central and southern Italy as well as on the islands,
receive another appointment and his staff will be dissolved.
Tenth Arigy Command under General von Vietinghoff mil be set up as quickly
as possible, and will consist predominately of officers released from the

South (Field-Marshal Kesselring),

He will then

A new

It will takestaff of 0, -in-C
command of armoured and motorised divisions in southern and central Italy
and will be subordinate to Field-Marshal Kesselring at first, and later
to Field-Marshal Rommel.

• 9

(6) In order not to increase Italian distrust, only a small Tactical
Staff will bo set up for Army H.Q. for the time being.
General to G,-in-C

The Quartermaster

South mil continue to direct supply services and
will later be transferred to Tenth Array H, Q. (This order soon proved very
disadvantageous, as the H.Q. Staff of an arny consisting of motorised

troops cannot operate without a quartermaster section).

• >

IV. A striking feature of the chain of command to be established is that

Field-Marshal Kesselring, who was best acquainted with Italian affairs and
was highly esteemed by all Italians in authority by virtue of Ms vigorous
personality and great political skill, was to be replaced as C,-in-C. by
Field-Marshal Rommel. This officer also was certainly highly respected by
the Italians as a soldier, but did not have so many personal associations
with them.

If one looks for reasons for this decision one might suppose that Hitler,
in view of the situation .at the time, gave preference to the officer who was

superior as a military leader for the future campaign in Italy,^in all
probability a very difficult one, apart from the fact that he did not want

/in
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in this theatre an "Italophil" C.-in-C
the Italians he feared.

v/hose yielding disposition towards• >

Field-Marshal Rommel v/as predominately, one might even say a biassed
soldier; as such he had proved himself a master of mobile warfare and of
every type of improvisation conceivable under the most difficult conditions
in the Ai'rican campaign,
situations correctly with the sure instinct and sense of reality typical of a
great soldier hardened by lengthy campaigns and personal experiences,
was however unable to get Hitler to accept conclusions he liad dravm, especi
ally at critical moments.

He had always adjudged operational and tactical

He

Field-Marshal Kessclring was also strong-vdlled, sincere and sclf-

Highly-gifted, versatile, a great organiser in variedsacrificing to duty,
fields, extremely skilful in dealing with people, he was without doubt a

commanding, brilliant personality,
commander of several Luftflotten, but he had not yet had practical, personal
experience in directing larger Artny formations with their much greater depend
ence on time and space, the much slower execution of an order issued from

higher authority and other limitations,
more readily with Hitler's estimate of the situation without first examining
it, and vyras more easily convinced by Hitler of the advantages of his system of
"static defence".

He had distinguished himself as the

By nature an optimist, he agreed

He v/as, hov/ever, capable of outstanding and far-sighted
For a long time Italy was the only theatre of

Later, however.
organisation in this respect,
operations where positions in the rear were built in time,
after much bitter expei'ience, Kesselring changed his mind and likewise favour
ed flexible warfare which made for economy in the use of German forces, but
liitlor had become so obstinate by then that even Field-ifershal  Kesselring
could no longer make him listen to reason.

At this point mention must be made of the fact that co-operation between
The fewField-Marshal Kesselring and Tenth Army H. Q. vra-s most liarmonious.

differences of cpinion which occurred resiilted from opposing views on static
and flexible defence, as C.-in-C. , Tenth Army formerly in command of armoured

units, and Ms oMef, a most capable General Staff officer in the field of
strategy, were firm supporters of mobile warfare.

TMs v/ill be dealt vdth in detail later.

B

Establishment of Tenth Army_H^Q,

The situation with wMch the new Tenth Army H,Q. fo-und itself confronted

when it took over command on 22 August 19^3 was a difficult one.

By spring 19A3 at the latest it must have been quite evident to the
highest Italian authorities, particMarly MussoliM and the Commando Supremo
who were in command of Axis forces in the Mediterranean area, that the fight
ing might sMft over to the Italian mainland vdthin a measurable space of
time. It may be accepted as certain that MussoliM, influenced by Hitler,
was resolved to continue fighting in Italy vdth every means at his disposal.
TIVhether Commando Supremo shared tMs view or whether it considered further

fighting hopeless is at least doubtful since the Allied troops in Italy had
definitely proved themselves much superior to the best Italian divisions and
also to the German troops, which ivere numerically TOak but very experienced.
In any case, the measures introduced to drive off  a landing on the mainland
or on the islands v/ere extremely inadequate;

I.

/the
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the coasts were to he occupied hy widely-dispersed Italian divisions,
whose unreliability and low fighting value v/ere  a secret to nobody;

weak field defences were to be set up, and

a few coastal batteries were to be consolidated at the larger ports.

The Italian Army had practically no signals services, and the civilian
The attitude of the civilian populationtelephone service Tiras inadequate,

to wartime duties and other things accepted as a matter of course in a total
war, in no v/ay corresponded to the seriousness of the situation, but on the
contrary ¥/as reminiscent of peace-time conditions.

II. In the Sicilian campaign the Germans could not understand why the Allies
did not seize the Straits of Ivfessina, either at the same time as the initial

landing or in the course of the first battles when the German troops were tied
down.

Straits, in southern Calabria or in the north-eastern corner of the island.

The campaign would have proceeded more quickly and could have had no other

outcome than the surrender of all the troops on the island.

This could have been accomplished quite easily on either side of the

That this did not happen, and that even the German v/ithdrawal across the
Straits v/as carried out unhindered, has always been regarded as a rare stroke
of luck,

German and Italian supplies urgently needed by the troops, were brought back
practically intact.

This fact was of decisive importance in the wvholo future course of the

canqjaign in Italy.

Without the first-class Sicily divisions it would not have been possible
to offer effective resistance on the Italian mainland south of Rome,

divisions sent to this area from the north would have arrived too late if 6th

and later 7th Panzer (or Panzer Grenadier) Mvisions of the Tenth Army had
not delayed the Allied advance so effectively; the major part of these
divisions came from Sicily.

Not only the troops themselves mth their full equipment, but also

All the

III. 1)
hitherto been widely-dispersed and used to bolster up the Italian Army, were
basically changed by the establishment of Tenth Army H. Q. ¥v-hich, of course,
did not suit Commando Supremo, In spite of this the new 0, -in-G, was polite
ly, almost cordially received when he visited Commando Supremo on 21 August

On this occasion, howrever, no questions of in^ortance v/ere discussed.

Formally, German Corps H,Q's. and divisions in Sicily and southern Italy
were tactically completely subordinate to the Italian Sixth and Seventh

Armies respectively, and in disciplinary matters v/ere subordinate to C,-in-C

South, Field-Marshal Kesselring w/ho, in turn, v/as -under the tactical command
of Commando Supremo.

Conditions of subordination for German units in Italy, which had

1943.

• >

Actually, however, Field-Marshal Kesselring v/as able, on OKW instructions.
Many difficulties, though none ofto influence tactical orders in many ways,

major inq)ortance, resulted from this situation, as the Italian authorities
were very reserved. The Germans, for their part, endeavoured to establish a
friendly personal relationship and to treat justifiable sensitiveness -with
consideration.

/2)
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2) The situation was at last clarified when Tenth Army H,Q. took over

oommand at raid-day on 22 August 1543.
of Pield-Jfershal Kesselring and was instructed to co-operate closely vd.th the
Italian Seventh Array (General Asiero in Potenza).

Chain of Ooraraand of Tenth Array H,Q.:

General von Vietinghoff (Panzer troops)
General Wentzell

H.Q. in Polla

Army H.Q. was under the direct command

Subordinated Units;

Under General liibe in the Caserta area.(a) H,Q. Staff of XIV Panzer Corps;

in the Gaeta areaUnder General Rodt;
and eastwards to the approximate line
of the Volt\H’no.

15th Panzer Grenadier Division;

Under General Conrad; in the Naples area.Hermann Goering K.vision;

The division was being re-organised after sustaining heavy losses in
There were only 2 infantry battalions, one of which hadAfrica and Sicily,

been newly formed and consisted of recruits, and only one weak tank battalion
of about 30 serviceable tanks; the division however was strong in artillery:

3 artillery batteries
3 heavy AA batteries
1 assault gun company
and other heavy weapons

in the Salerno area;Under General Sickenius;
2 battalions of the 1st Paratroop Division in

I6th Panzer Division;

Naples.

(b) H,Q, Staff of LXXVI Panzer Corps:

in Castrovillari, Calabria.General Herr;

southern tip ofGeneral Pries;
Calabria,

29th Panzer Grenadier Division;

General von Luetti/vitz; in the Catanzaro and
Cassano All' lonio landings (southern Calabria).

26th Panzer Division;

The division was at half-strength and was without the Buesing battle
artillery battery), whichgroup (Panzer regiment, one infantry battalion,

left with 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division north of Rome, as well as a few
one

was

units still being re-formed.

i regiment (only 2 battalions) of 1st Paratroop Division in the area
around Castrovillari.

(o) Directly subordinate to Tenth Army H.Q, from about 27 August are;

General Heidrich;

Apulia, with one regiment tora^porarily in the
Taranto/Brindisi area, the engineer batta
lion in Bari and one regiment moving up from
Calabria.

gradually assembling in1st Paratroop Division;

/The
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The following were absent:

1 regiment with LKXVI Panzer Corps (see above)
2 battalions in Naples

The I6th and 26th Panzer Idvisions had been newly-created and had not been

The other divisions had been in action on Sicily after being rein action,

organised and had to replenish their losses.

3) Co-operation with the Italian Seventh Army v/as inaugurated immediately
on 23 August 1913 when C.-in-C, Tenth Army visited General Asiero in Potenza.

The main point of discussion v/as the nev/ chain of command; the follow
ing agreements were reached:

(a) In future, German divisions would no longer bo subcsrdinate to
Italian authorities, but solely to the German Corps H.Q. Staffs, in
this case Tenth Arny H, Q,

(b) Coastal areas would be occupied mainly by Italian troops; German
divisions would be held in readiness for a counter-attack against landed
enemy forces. In this event the stronger side (in this case the German)
would, in accordance Yidth Gorman practice, take over command of all troops
in its area,

(c) The closest liaison would be maintained between the German and
Italian Staffs; Liaison officers vrore to be exchanged wherever necessary.

It was possible during the discussion to transform the Italian attitude,
which had been very reserved at the start, into one of confidence and cordial
ity, This was increased by the return visit of General Asiero mth his Chief
of Staff to Tenth Army H, Q. and a number of discussions between the two Chiefs
of General Staff.

vd.th good will on both sides until the Italian arifiistice.
Army H. Q., itself completely surprised and shaken, had to inform us of the
armistice on the evening of 8 September, it made every effort to facilitate
our further movements by dispatching a liaison staff and handing over
vehicles and fuel.

This co-operation continued v/ithout a single hitch and
When the Italian

4) Measures taken before the allied landing

(a) After discussion 'with the newly-subordinated commanders, the first Tenth
Array H. Q. measure was to suggest that Italian troops carry out a fighting
withdrawal on the south Calabrian peninsula and put up effective defence in
the mountains north of Castrovillari from the Gulf of Palicastro to the Gulf

of Taranto.

Grenadier Division and the strong flak units v/hich had hitherto been used

mainly in the Jfessina Straits area, vrould immediately evacuate the peninsula
and be held in readiness north of the new line.

The German divisions in the south, beginning with 29th Panzer

Reasons for this measiare:

In view of the many possibilities open to the Allies for their next

landing, the weak and dispersed German forces had to be concentrated so that
they could be moved quickly to any threatened point.

Moreover, it was not possible to maintain an effective defence of the
peninsula, as all the troops fighting in the area ran the risk of being cut
off by landings in the rear, for which there was ample opportindty.

The proposal was accepted and Y/ork was immediately begun on the

/construction
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construction of a nev/ position along the line suggested, Italian construction
units "being brought up for the purpose.
Grenadier Division, the Paratroop regiment and the flak units began to move
back d\u’ing the last days of August,

If a German Arny H,Q, occupied only with the defence of southern Italy
had taken over command earlier, it would doubtless have been possible to
assemble the whole of 29th Panzer Grenadier Division north of the mountains

before the Salerno landing,

been vitally influenced by such an action,
quarters of this type had, however, so :
from Commando Supremo,

(b) 1st Paratroop Division; .

The first units of 29th Panzer

The course of the battle of Salerno would have
The establishment of a head-

far fallen tlirough owing to opposition

Weak units of this division virhich had so far arrived in Apulia v/ere

ordered to deploy so that they could delay the enemy advance in the event of
Plans toa landing on the peninsula, particularly at Taranto or Brindisi,

defend the ports themselves had to be abandoned owing to the more than doubt
ful attitude of the strong Italian garrisons.

Bari, on the other hand, was to be held,

(c) German units had to be used for coastal defence in the area Gaeta/Waples/
Work -vvas begun on the construction of defence posts, light barbed-

wire obstacles and minefields and the performance of the Italian coastal

batteries was improved by the introduction of German gun-creviTS and signals
equipment,

5) Support by the other forces of the Wehrmacht

Salerno,

]3ffactive support of the Army by the Navy or Air Force could not be

expected. Apart from small craft, the German Navy was not represented.
Prom previous experience it was accepted that the Italian Navy would not put
to sea. The Air Force was regarded as practically non-existent after the^
heavy losses it had sustained in Africa, Sicily and on airfields on the main
land, At most, only a fev/ reconnaissance and fighter aircraft and very weak
bomber forces coiild be sent into action.

Even the flak forces in Tenth Army area were too weak owing to decreasing
air defence, and many batteries from the Messina Straits had been sent
straight up to northern Italy,

On sober consideration of the relative strengths of both sides, there
fore, Army H,Q, could not escape the fact that, in spite of all the improv
isations which had been arranged, the German forces available would not be^
adequate to successfully repulse a large-scale Allied landing in the^immedi
ate future. The main objective, therefore, was to delay and limit its
effects as far as possible.

C

The battles in Southern Italy to the end of the Salerno battle

1) T/hen the British H-ghth Army crossed the Straits of Messina and
the southern point of the Calabrian peninsula on  3 September 194-3

The landing came

I.
landed on

a feeling of relief came over Tenth Army H, Q. staff,
somewhat too early, as the regrouping of forces (and especially the moving-
—of German divisions) was only in its initial stages, but on the other
hand it clarified the situation favoirrably:
up

/(a)
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(a) The enemy advance on the very mountainous peninsula could easily
he delayed by obstacles and weak rearguards. For this reason an un

disturbed withdraT/al by the main German force was expected and, unless
overhauled by a large-scale landing in the Catanzaro Pass, a complete
withdravd could be carried out, even by flak batteries which were partly
not mobile,

equipment appeared to be insufficient for an operation like this whilst
it seemed adequate for minor landings like those made in Sicily. For
these we had to be prepared.

As far as co\ild be determined at that time the landing

(b) The impending landing of the main idlied force was nov7 without
doubt to be expected in an area which vrould enable both landing groups
to co-operate as quickly as possible, i.e, presumably in the Gulf of

More distant areas did not receive so much

For this reason, the divisions moving out of
Salerno, Naples or Gaeta.
consideration now.

Calabria might possibly be brought into the new battle area in time.

In taking this measure the /rmy was quite aware that the withdrawal of
German forces would cause the already low morale of Italian divisions to drop
still further,

made any show of fighting.
In fact only a fev/ Italian battalions, mainly paratroops,

2) Course of operations:

(a) On 2 September enemy landing craft were observed to be concentrating on
the eastern coast of Sicily, so there was no longer any doubt as to enemy
intentions. Army H,Q, orders to LXXVI Panzer Corps ran as follows:

German divisions will withdraw as quickly as possible, starting
with 29th Division. To prevent a svm.ft enemy penetration, defensive

positions in the western half of the peninsula will be occupied during
the 'vvithdrawal, but will be held only long enough (one day each at most)

Only demolitionto allovy the most important road blocks to be set up,
troops and covering parties will be left behind on the eastern coast* .

(b) The Allied landing took pace at dawn on September after a heavy
artillery bombardment with strong air support. The Italian troops, includ
ing the coastal artillery, did not fire a single shot, but fled or gave them
selves up. The small German force (one regiment on a front over 50 kn long)
fired on the boats and managed to cause slight delays at some points, but
could not hold up the landing proper in the large unoccupied sectors. Some
close combat actions were fought, but the isolated groups were soon pushed

During the day the regiment vdthdrew according to plan
ordered, after blowing up road

back fi’om the coast,

into the defence line Bagnara/St Stefano as

sections.

By the evening the Allied landing had been completed,

(c)' As German troops continued their vathdrawal, rearguard positions ran
as follows:

29th Panzer Grenadier Division:

Bagnara - St Stefano - Groce di Romeo -
occupied by reinforced 15th Grenadier Regiment

Gioia Taura to west of Cittanova, occupied by
reinforced 15th Grenadier Regiment

Most of 15th Grenadier Regiment retires north
wards - only one battalion remains facing the
enemy.

Evening of 3 Sept:

Until evening of 4 Sept:

Night of 2>/5 Sept;

/At
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At the same time: Eeinforced 71st Grenadier Regiment occupies the
line Nicotera - Laioreana and eastvrards.

Morning of 5 Sept: The "battalion of the 15th Grenadier Regiment which
was left behind withdraws northv/ards tlrrough this
position.

On the eastern coast the 129th Armoured Reconnaissance Unit, reinforced
by one battery, took up positions on both sides of Locri with orders to cover
the left flank of the division y/hen it y/ithdrevy by delaying the enemy advance.

After 15th Grenadier Regiment withdrevy on 5 September, the divisional
staff of 29th Panzer Grenadier Division was also moved northwards and 26th

Panzer Division took over command of the front, including 29th Panzer
Grenadier Division rearguard, the Krueger battle group (consisting of the
reinforced 71st Grenadier Regiment) and the 129th Armoured Reconnaissance Unit,
The bulk of 29th Panzer Grenadier Division yyas assembled in the Oastrovillari

arnsa for a further y/ithdrawal.

26th Panzer Division:

Although the enemy had only follov/ed up slowly so far,pressure was
increased in the direction of Rosarno on 6 September,
commander directing rearguard operations on the spot therefore ordered units

to withdraw over the Mesima and blov/ up the bridge on the evening of 6
September, and to fall back on Vibo Yalentia on 7 September,
movement was still in progress, strong enemy infantry and armoured forces
landed at Pizzo at 05.00 hours on 8 September,
from the north-east by l/67th Panzer Grenadier Regiment and from the south
west by units of the Krueger battle group succeeded in pushing the enemy back

By evening the v;hole of the Krueger battle group

The divisional

Whilst this

An immediate counter-attack

and blocking the landing,
had been brought back via Serra S. Bruno and the defence zone to the north.
The 93rd Engineer Battalion of 26th Panzer Division then took over operations
in this sector.

If the Pizzo landing had been made a fevy days earlier, the movements of
29th Division would doubtless have been interrupted and delayed.

The advance of 1st Canadian Division on the eastern coast had no effect

on German movements.

After the surrender of the Italian Army had been announced, the 26th
Rmzer Division received orders on 8 September to yyithdraw its main force

northwards during the night. The Lagonegro area was reached early on
10 September, At the same time the Krueger battle group y/as transferred to
29th Division ajid until 12 September only the Reconnaissance Unit remained
under 26th Panzer Division command.

The rearguard took over 67th Panzer Grenadier Regiment (only one batta
lion) and subordinated -units of the enginoor battalion, which fell back in

On 9 September the main force of tliis unitstages blocking all the roads,
■was covering Cosenza and other detachments were at Paola,

Units wore
The

On 10 September the rearguard was north of Castrovillari.
no longer in contact with the enemy ov/ing to effective road-blocks,

retired further and took up defensive positions along the line
group
Buonabitacolo - Montesano on the evening of 15 September.

/II.
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II. 1) The Italian Armistice - Tenth Array H. Q. plans for the battle

On 8 September large enemy naval groups were reported proceeding north
east in the Tyrrhenian Sea.
during the night,
at Tenth Army H,Q. discussing necessary measures to be taken, the first news
of the Italian capitulation came in,
Italian Commander 'phoned his Array H, Q. on account of a telephone conversation
which had just taken place betv/een Generals Roatta and Asiero,
wards the Army Group South order "Operation Axis" made everything quite clear.
The situation for the German troops had been changed in a moment, even though
this change had not come as a complete siirprise,
German divisions stood alone in an uncertain and perhaps hostile land, practi
cally vidthout air or support, confronted by an impending major operation by
all three arms of the Allied forces.

A large-scale landing was therefore expected
Y/hilst the Commander of the Italian Seventh Army was still

This, hcTArever, was denied when the

But soon after

The few widely-dispersed

-

Fortunately, the disarmament of Italian troops in Tenth Army H. Q. area
was far less difficult than had been feared,

dents, no resistance wrorth mentioning Y/as offered,
very quickly of its oYm accord and the roads v/ere covered with forces streaming
homeY/ards,

Serviceable Army equipment, especially vehicles and fuel, were taken over by
the German authorities, v/ho were assisted in this v/ork by a liaison staff sent
from the Italian Seventh i\rmy H, Q.
Italian coastal batteries in the Salerno - Naples area, especially as an
ambiguous Germany Navy order had caused gun-crev/s to be VYithdraYm from several

batteries manned by the German Navy at Naples, a situation Y/hich could be recti
fied only by Army H,Q. intervention,
minor importance, Army H,Q. concentrated on the fight against the enemy Yvithout
alloYTing itself to be diverted by further developments in the internal situation.

Apart from minor isolated inci-
The Italian Army broke up

The Italian staffs disappeared just as quickly from the Army area.

The only important loss v/as several good

Apart from these and other matters of

Plans and Orders:

(a) Where the landing YYould take place "was not certain, but it v/ould presimi-
ably be made in the Gulf of Salerno or Gaeta to ensure co-operation with the
British Eighth Airmy.

A simultaneous major landing in the Gulf of Taranto or on the Adriatic

coast YYas apparently not intended, as no landing fleets were I’eported in these
areas,

(b) In viev/ of the strength of German forces available at the time, the land
ing itself could not be prevented,
landed enemy troops back to their boats as quickly as possible by counter
attacks, or at least to limit their freedom of movement to such an extent that

Ein operation to cut off or eliminate German forces in southern Italy would not
be possible.

The objective was, therefore, to force

For this purpose, fronts not directly threatened had to be ruthlessly
Yveakened and all available forces brought up to the landing area as quickly
as possible.

(c) It has been found that small rearguards with good demolition units were
sufficient to delay the British Eighth Army advance i:i Calabria during the
decisive period.
Division were to Yvithdraw as quickly as possible,
of the 29th Division were to go on ahead to Army H. Q, at Polla (after an air
attack dioring the night 8/9 September, Army H,Q, YTas transferred to a tent
camp in the hills around Polla),

(d) Units of 1st Paratroop Division in Apulia were adequate as a covering
force.

The 29th Panzer Grenadier Division and the 26th Panzer
The G. 0,C, and commander

/(«)
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(g) XIV Panzor Corps had to send all reserves on sector not under attack to
the landing area.

Execution of 1):

Tv7o difficulties stood in the way of the svaft execution of these deci
sions, and are summarised as follows;

(^) ..^<3- Army H. Q. signals communications:

Telephone calls had to go through the civilian postal network. The
agreement regarding lines of communication at the disposal of the German
Forces had already been found unsatisfactory and, apart from the danger
that messages might be intercepted, it was practically non-existent after
the^Armistice. Even wireless communications could not make up for this
deficiency, as Arny H.Q, had received a newly-formed signals unit which
was in no way equal to the difficulties of the unusual situation.
During the first days of the Salerno action, therefore. Army H.Q. had no
direct signals communication at all v/ith C. -in-C., South, and only inade
quate and unreliable communication vdth the Corps H.Q. Staffs, For this
reason C. -in-C,, South or the Chief of Staff had to visit the Corps every
day for detailed discussions. More time than ever was lost virhen move
ments by "Storch" had to be discontinued after several of these aircraft
had been shot down,

(b) Lack of Fuel:

2)

When the 29th Division v/as ready to move off from Castrovillari it
was discovered, and indeed came as a complete surprise to Army H,Q.,
that there was only enough fuel available to cover a short distance.
This situation arose for several reasons;

As had already been mentioned. Array H, Q, did not have its
Quartermaster department, but instead received only a small liaison staff
from the Quartermaster General vath C. -in-C,, South, which supplied units
by direct arrangement ivith Corps H.Q. Staffs. The liaison staff reported
that ample fuel had been issued, but owing to inadequate signals facili
ties, the Quartermaster General with the C. -in-C,, South did not know how
much fuel had actually reached units until much later. Furthermore, the
large Army stocks which had been brought across from Sicily to the Cosenza
area had to be moved to the north before the landing. However, units
always had to have 5 full issues of fuel in reserve, and this appeared to
be ample. In estimating the amount of fuel required, the LKXVI Panzer
Corps Quartermaster department did not make allowance for the fact that
an issue wras sufficient to cover about 100 km of flat country if engines
were in good condition, but that in tropical heat only 25 - 30 km, of
mountainous Italian terrain could be covered by vehicles with well-worn

engines with the same amount of fuel. The 29th Division, then, had
practically exhausted its 5 issues on reaching Castrovillari,

A second mishap made the critical situation worse, A naval vessel
with a large fuel consignment had arrived at Sapri and was unloading on
the morning of 8 September. Owing to an ambiguous signal, the captain
of this vessel thought that the landing force was on the way to Sapri,
whereupon he jettisoned the fuel still on board and gave orders for
the fuel v/hich had already been unloaded to be burnt.

own

As soon as the fuel situation of LXXVI Corps was knovm to Ani\y H,Q.
South, every effort v/as made to relieve it (fuel was dropped

Gradually, it was possible

and C,-in-C

from aircraft, Italian stocks were used etc.),
to start moving 29th Division by battalions, but even so the most advanced

• f
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battalion arrived at Salerno 36 hours late ovd.ng to this delay. The
26th Panzer Division was also held up through lack of fuel.

This incident had been described in detail because it had an important,
perhaps decisive influence on the course of the battle at Salerno. For

this reason the performance of l6th Panzer Division, which had been fight
ing alone until then, was all the more commendable. Furthermore, both
illustrations shovr the difficulties (virhich were never encountered by the
Allied commanders) vri.th which the German Command had to reckon at all
times.

3) The landing, and an appreciation of the German situation in the landing
area

At Oif. 30 hours on 9 September Allied forces landed on a broad front at
Salerno Bay.
Array H.Q. as to whether the landing would take place in Gaeta or Salerno Bay
or even further south.

Allied feint manoeuvres off the Volturno estuary, and par'ticularly in view of
the large number of transports (estimated at 7“800,000 tons) lying outside
Salerno Bay later, a landing in force at Naples still had to be taken into
consideration.

15th Panzer Grenadier Division in the Salerno Bay area.

This solved the problem which had hitherto existed at Tenth

Mention must be made of the fact that, avwLng to

This forced Army H. Q. to leave at least the main body of

TheThe terrain in the landing area was not unfavourable for defence,

plain was not large and ¥/as partly surrounded by hills and mountain ranges
which rose steeply above it and afforded good points of observation,

the following disadvantages had also to be taken into account; the only possible
route for reinforcements led through the Sele valley and every counter-attack
would have to be made downhill on slopes which were clearly visible from the

In both instances, therefore, German troops could be easily observed and

However,

sea,

were exposed to the full force of the greatly superior Allied artillery,
particularly that of the fleet,
heavy German counter-attacks in the last few days of the action.

This fact played a decisive part in the

The bay was defended by I6th Panzer Division which had arrived there

14 days beforehand from the Adriatic coast,
heavy losses in Russia, had been brought up to full strength and was the best-

However, it had not been in action since its re
in spite of this, the

The division, reformed after

equipped in Italy,
organisation and was therefore not well co-ordinated,
division made a splendid effort.

As a Panzer division it Vira.s hardly suited to purely defensive operations
on the coast. It had only 3 artillery batteries and 4 infantry battalions
(one equipped with half-track vehicles to follow up armoured attacks) i.e.
one battalion for every enemy division v/hich was landed. There was no heavy
artillery at all and the few Italian coastal batteries, including one railY/ay
battery, were put out of action immediately or during the first hours of the
battle.

As far as I can remember, the division had the following units in action:

Northern Sector:

64th Panzer Grenadier Regiment, supported by two batteries and
with reconnaissance units on both sides of Salerno.

The motor cycle company, issued with heavy weapons, was in the
town itself.

One battalion on the beach south-east of the tovm,
concentrated in front of Montecorvino airfield.

/One
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One battalion on the beach south-east of the town, concentrated
in front of Montecorvino airfield.

One battalion held as divisional reserve.

Southern Sector:

13th. Panzer Grenadier Regiment, supported by one battery,
one battalion on and south of the Sele,
one battalion to the south, concentrating in front of Pacstum,

Unit Boundary;

Prom the road jtmction east of Eboli almost vertically to the coast.

Each battalion had posted groups in small strong-points dug in the dunes,
set out wire obstacles and minefields, and had vathdrawn reserves for counter
attacks,

defence system arid defensive operations v/ere necessarily mobile,
track infantry battalion and the Panzer regiment vrere held in reserve in the
northern sector.

Vi/hen Italian imits were no longer available there was no fixed
The half-

Seotions were

placed at the disposal of the Grenadier regiments as reserves for counter
attacks,

counter-attacks and to guard the broad gap north of the Sele, even though the
terrain in this area was difficult for tank movements owing to thick under

growth and numerous watercourses.

The most important task devolved on the Panzer regiment.

The bulk of the regiment was retained by the division for major

4) Course of the battle;

The battle has been described in such detail and so accurately in the

American Army Group and Fifth Army reports that there is no need to give more
than a summairy of the more important German measures,
owing to the absence of aerial reconnaissance, it was difficult, if not
impossible, for the German Command, Corps H.Q. Staffs and Army H,Qs, to obtain
a clear picture of the enemy situation quickly, particularly vdth regard to
the number of troops landed and v/here they were being employed,
units engulfed in battle knew only what was happening in their ovm particiilar
area and usually had no idea of the situation in adjoining sectors,
artillery observers on high ground could only partially make up for this
deficiency,

and X Corps, for example, was not known to Army H.Q, for some time.

It must be noted that,

The German

EVen the

For this reason the existence of a large breach between the VI

9 September;

The landing was observed in good time and all available v/eapons were
In spite of this the enemy soon managed

Ey making a slow
turned against the landing craft,
to gain a foothold and overpower the weak defence posts,
fighting withdrav;al, using reserve companies and making counter-attacks vdth
groups of 10 - 15 tanks, the rate of the enemy advance was reduced consider

ably. German artillery fire, which was very effective at first, was soon
silenced by eneny naval guns,
battalions landed at Major! outside the sector occupied by the reconnaissance
unit and, for this reason, soon captured the heights commanding the Noccra -

Attempts by the "Herman Goering" Edvision to dislodge them
Advanced detachments of the

On the right wing three American Ranger

Pagani Pass,
were ineffectual and the road was blocked.

"Hermann Goering" Division occupied the pass heights and blocked the Vietri
Hocera road as well.

Embittered fighting against superior enemy forces attacking from the
Finally,

/the

east and west continued into the night around the town of Salerno.
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the gallajit men of the motor cyole company were forced to fall back to the
surrounding hills. On the beach south-east of the tovi/n the enemy advance,
which was concentrated in the direction of the airfield, v/as held up to some
extent.

South of the Sele, however, the 36th U.S. Idvision succeeded in approach
ing Hills 140 and 386 which commanded the bank of the river, but Agropoli was
still held by small German assault detachments.

Tenth Army H, Q. was not dissatisfied with the situation in the evening.
In spite of great Allied superiority, 16th Panzer Division had managed to

If the

The first
prevent the enemy from gaining any substantial initial successes,
reserves arrived in time there ¥/as hope of a favourable outcome,

units of 29th Division were expected during the coming night.

After the day's experiences a change in command organisation was clearly
neither the H,Q, Staff of XIV Corps nor the divisional staff ofnecessary, as

16th Panzer Division wore capable of tald.ng solo charge of operations on the
extended front. The following re-organisation was ordered for 10 September:

(a) Naples Bay and the northern sector of the SalernoXIV Corps H.Q.

battle area.

LXXVI Corps H,Q. arrived meanwhile; southern sector with all
units in action there at the moment.

(c) Aim of both Corps H, Q.' s:

To bring up all available reserves as quicld.y as possible, XIV from
its area with possible detachments from C, -in-C
Calabria.

South, nXXVI from• j

To hold the enemy attack for the time being and to improve the German
line, and then to throve the enemy back again by counter-attacks  to

be carried out as soon as possible.

Instead of the expected troops, only the commander of 29th Panzer
the evening of 9 September and reported

preventing his division from moving
Grenadier Division arrived at H.Q. on

that lack of fuel (as described above) was
He v/as ordered to ensure that his troops v/ould move up by battalions as
fuel arrived, and then to proceed to LXXVI Corps H. Q. to make prepara

tions for the employment of his division.

up.

soon as

10 September;

On 10 September LXXVI Corps H.Q. established south of Contursi took
over command of the southern sector.

Portunately the enemy did not exploit this favourable situation and no
If such attacks had been made,major attacks were made during the day,

particularly in the weakly-defended hills south of the Sele, the enemy might
As it was, he contented himself withhave gained a dangerous advantage,

extending the front on the southern wing to the south and south-east, where
there were only German assault detachments, and by making light thrusts
towards Albanella,

Hermann Goering" Division, after its main forces
Vietri road as far as

On the northern wing the

had arrived, succeeded in advancing along the Mocora -  . x -u 4.w
Cava, mopping up small enemy forces in the town, occupying the heights on both
sides of the road to the south and holding them during the days that followed.
Immediately east of the "Hermann Goering" Division the 16th Reconnaissance

/Unit
4.
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Unit was defending the area on "both sides of the road until it was relieved by
one battalion of 15th Panzer Grenadier Divison during the night 10/11 September.
The 16th Panzer Division was then able to mthdraw the unit and hold it in
reserve in the area east of Eboli,

On the sector south-east of Salerno 64th Panzer Grenadier Regiment of
I6th Panzer Divison stubbornly defended its positions against British attacks.

Artillery observers' reports on further troops landings south of the Sole
reached Army H.Q. during the day. Although nothing could be learned from
these reports, (whether a new division or only reinforcements of one already
recognised, were being landed), it now appeared necessary to attack and clarify
the situation on and north of the Sole and build up a strong defence there as
protection against surprise attacks. As troops of 29th Division were still
not available, the l6th Panzer Division had to carry out this task in spite of
the severe strain on its front.

11 September:

In the morning the division launched a counter-attack with reserve
infantry companies and tanks from the area south of Eboli in the direction of

Torre Phladina - tobacco factory - Persano, the objective being at least to
reach and hold this line.

The attack caught the flank and rear of the newly landed brigade group of
45th U. S. Division which was advancing along and south of the Sale towards

Ponte Sele at the same time and v^-as delivered, therefore, just at the right
moment to parry a thrust which would have endangered the centre of the German

front. The enen^y attack was halted and advanced units of this division were
cut off for a time. The battle intensified when a second regimental group
(equivalent to a British brigade in strength) attacked north of the Sele
during the day. Fighting continued into the night, but l6th Panzer Division
succeeded in holding a line in front and east of Bivio Oioffi - tobacco

Meanwhile, the situation further south grew extremely
The 36th American Division launched a heavy attack

factory - Persano.
serious during the day.
on the left wing and was able to make deep and sTd.ft advances in the direction

of Altavilla against German forces of approximately only company strength.
During the aright the first battalion of 29th Panzer Grenadier Division, which
had at last arrived, was sent into the line around this town in dispersed
formation and was just beginning to settle down.
36th Division took Altavilla. After heavy fighting the whole plain and
Hill 424, which commanded approach routes, wrere also captured by the enemy.
Only the remnants of the dispersed battalioaa and the reconnaissance unit of
1 6th Panzer Division stood in the path of the enemy. Tlic latter German unit

had just reached the area and v/as sent in west of Serre by the independent
action of the commander of 29th Division who happened to be on the spot.

The unit was overrun and

Heavy fighting also took place on the northern sector of the battle area

during the day,
attacks aimed northwards from Salerno and the area to the west,

evening, however, the strongly-contested Montecorvino airfield was lost and
the enemy penetrated into Battipaglia.

Thus 11 September ended with not inconsiderable enemy successes,

gravity of the situation was mitigated only by the constant arrival of troops
The 29th Panzer Grenadier Division and the 4th Paratroop

Regiment (2 battalions) were the first to appear,
originally believed, been sent back to its division in Apulia, but had also
been diverted to Salerno, where it vms placed at the disposal of l6th Panzer
Division, The 26th Panzer Division was expected to arrive on 13 September,

The "Hermaom Goering" Division successfully repulsed all
In the

The

from Calabrlai,
The latter had not, as

/In
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In the evening the staff of Tenth Army H, Q. was transferred to a tent camp
on the vrooded hills of S. Angelo.

1 September:

Because of its great importance, LKXVI Corps had been ordered to retake

Hill 424 as quickly as possible. After assembling during the night, fresh
lanits of 29th Panzer Grenadier Division attacked on the morning of 12 September,
By evening they had not only driven the enemy from Hill 424, but had cleared
Altavilla and the area 1 -2 km. to the west as well.

Heavy fighting broke out again on the Sele plain, vfhere enemy reinforce
ments vrore constantly arriving. During the night  a subordinate commander of

16th Panzer Division evacuated Persano on receiving a report that fresh enemy
forces were approaching his flank. Efforts to retake the tovm during the day
were unavailing and the tobacco factory, which had been badly exposed by the
withdrawal, was also lost after changing hands several times. On the northern
sector, havever, Battipaglia was finally retaken by a strong counter-attack.

For the first time since the Italian armistice, direct contact v/as estab
lished with C. -in-C, South when he visited Army H,Q. on 12 September.• >

A report received during the day stating that a fresh fleet of transports
totalling about 300,000 tons was approaching the Gulf of Gaeta showed, as did
previous similar reports of enemy landings in this bay, not only the vivid
imagination of the observers, but, particularly, the extreme state of tension
of the few troops guarding the bay.

During the night 12/13 September the last unit of 29th Panzer Grenadier
Division, the 29th Reconnaissance Unit, and the first unit of 26th Panzer
Division, Il/9th Panzer Grenadier Regiment, arrived in the battle area,
main body of this division minus

The

the rearguard in front of the British Eighth Array, the Panzer

Grenadier Regiment (only one battalion) in the Ingonegro area and

the Buosing battle group (with the 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division in
the Rome area)

reached the area east of Eboli during the course of 13 September,

13 September:

It was known that enemy forces north of the Sele v/ere continually receiv
ing reinforcements,
all available units, particularly those vdiich had just arrived, for a counter
attack (from the area south of Eboli in a southerly and south-westerly direc
tion) against the extended flank of 6 U. S. Corps,
in the early afternoon by units of I6th Panzer Division with all seiviceable
tanks,

129th Reconnaissance Unit and 71st Grenadier Regiment of 29th Panzer Grenadier
Division, the latter operating on both sides of the Tenuta di Persano road.
At the same time the 4th Paratroop Regiment attacked westwtirds on both sides

of Battipaglia to cover the right flank.
Division wrest of Altavilla wrere also to carry their attack further forward.

In view of this threat, LKXVI Panzer Corps concentrated

The attack was opened

Il/9th Panzer Grenadier Regiment of 26th Panzer Division, the

Units of 29th Panzer Grenadier

Units penetrated the strongly-.The main attack was very successful,
contested tobacco factory - Persano area, crossed the Sele and thrust into the

between the Sele and Galore rivers until they v/ere brought to a stand-area

still at the burnt-out bridge over the Galore (above the point of entry into
the Sele) by powerful defence (close-range artillery fire). Troops of the

/45th
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45th and 36th U, S, Divisions caught in this area -were dispersed,
prisoners were brought in and the remnants streamed tov/ards the rear,
reported; Enemy on the run".

Units

Troops in the hills west of Altavilla, where the German morning attack
had at first broken down in face of a strong enemy counter-attack, also joined
in this movement.

The paratroops attacking at Battipaglia had not gained much ground and
progress had been made north of Salerno.

no

Reports received at Army H.Q. until evening indicated certain success,
but Army H.Q, took a more sober view of the situation,

beyond all expectation had been achieved, enemy losses and the nuraber of
prisoners were unusually high and the American bridgehead had been considerably
reduced,

able to take up the offensive with any prospect of success against German
troops v/ho had recently been reinforced,
decide whether the enemy would abandon the Salerno operation or send in more
troops after this set back,
both possibilities open.

Certainly, success

It was therefore improbable that the forces already landed would be

But only the next few days could

The reported brisk activity by landing craft left

In any case, H,Q, ordered attacks concentrated in  a westerly direction to
be continued on I4 September -with the aim of cutting through the American and
British bridgehead.

14 September:

Morning attacks encountered increased resistance everywhere.
16 - 18 battleships, cruisers and large destroyers lying in the roadstead
subjected the advancing troops to a bombardment of 'unprecedented ■violence and
directed their fire with astonishing precision and manoeuvrability on every
possible target with overv/hleming effect,
aircraft carried out non-stop attacks,
ment on or towards the battlefield extremely difficult.

At least

In addition, large formations of
Both these factors made every move-

Groups of tanks
broke through advanced lines and into the coastal area on several occasions,
but were unable to hold their ground and suffered losses.

All this was tinderstandable, as even if the Allies had decided to evacuate
Salerno Bay, large bridgeheads would have to be held to cover embarkation.

The last German reinforcements had now arrived.

26th Panzer Division (with the exception of the rearguard opposing the Eighth
Army and the Buesing Battle Group) and one reinforced regiment of 3rd Panzer
Grenadier Di'vision from C, -in-C
unit had fortunately moved up before the enemy paratroop battalion dropped in
the Avellino area during the night 14/15 September had been able to delay its
movements,
the exception of harassing raids on a few supply formations during the days
followring, the battalion ¥/as inactive.

Array H,Q, decided to make a final attempt with the fresh forces-after
thorough preparation, this time against the British sector,
orders were issued:

In spite of this difficulty local successes were gained.

Remaining units of

The latterSouth were in the battle area.•}

This operation, therefore, was virtually ineffective, and, with

The following

(a) The 26th Panzer Division will move up on both sides of Battipaglia
and vdll make preparations for an attack along the road to Salerno on
Pontecagnano.
Division which, with the subordinated regiment of 3rd Panzer Grenadier
Division, ■will make a simultaneous attack west of the Picentino valley.

"Secret

There it will link up wj.th the "Hermann Goering

/(b)

4  /
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(b) Both attacking forces will be allocated all serviceable tanks and
motorised heavy weapons,
support by the Corps,

(c) The attack will be launched on the morning of 16 September,

15 September:

Airrangements will be made for strong artillery

The day passed with local actions and preparations for the attack.

Heavy fire from warships and non-stop air attacks continued unabated.

16 September;

Units to be brought up to 26th Panzer Bd.vision arrived very late owing to
roads being jammed,
unable to find infantry units they were supposed to escort, tanks and artillery
did not reach the assembly areas before davm.
planned for davm could not begin before 09.00 hours, i, e. in full view of
enemy artillery and aircraft,
terrain south of the road was halted by heavy naval artillery after a few
hundred yards and did not even reach the enemy positions.
Grenadier Regiment attacking north of the road over terrain offering more cover
made some progress (one battalion advanced almost  1 mile), but was then attack
ed on all sides at once and temporarily encircled.

Guiding parties lost their way, artillery observers were

For these reasons the attack

The Lth Paratroop Regiment advancing over open

The 9th Panzer

Enemy positions were not penetrated at any point and German losses were

Enemy counter-attacks with tanks broke through our lines and couldheavy,

be halted only with the greatest difficulty.

The attack on the Hermann Goering sector, directed by Oberst Schmalz,
also miscarried,

did indeed, under his skilful direction, take the enemy positions on the
ridge east of Salerno in a night raid, but came in full view of enemy artil
lery observers whilst descending the other side,
guns of all calibres was so heavy that the regiment, in action for the first

time, was thrown into disorder, mainly due to the fact that 2 battalion staffs
were put out of action immediately,

Eeployment for attack was restored only vdth difficulty and delay.
Owing to a misunderstanding, tanks assembled to support the fresh attack

moved forward too early along the road leading into the Picentino gorge and
were likewise by artillery fire.
Division sector was also halted,

Army H.Q. had received news of the failure of both attacks by midday.
The situation was now clear;

The enemy did not intend to evacuate Salerno Bay, but had received rein
forcements and withstood the crisis.

Nothing further could be expected from German attacks and units had suffered
heavy losses.

There was no question of going over to pvirely defensive operations, as
the Tenth Army had to defend the whole of Central Italy as far as the
Adriatic as well as this area.

Owing to the fact that one reinforced battalion had kept the British
Eighth Arny away from the battle area, no pressure had as yet been exerted on
the Salerno battle from this quarter. On 16 September the battalion was in
contact with enemy advanced detachments south of Auletta, whilst the main

/force

The Grenadier Regiment of 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division

The ensuing bombardment by

Thus the attack on the "Hermann Goering
(See Appendix).

More troops would be brought in.
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force of the 13 British Corps had only just reached the Sapri - lagonegro area.
Nevertheless, the Army must have passed through the main demolition zone hy
now and would soon go into action,
eventually.

Thus Army H,Q. decided to break off operations and, holding the right wing
on the Sorrento peninsula as a base for the movement, to pivot north and north
eastwards. Authority for the execution of the movement from C.-in-C., South,
who had already been approached and approved the plan, arrived as precautionary
orders were being issued to Corps H.Q. Staffs.

The end of the Battle of Salerno

Ereparations had to be made for this

Even though it had not been possible to attain the objective fixed during
the first days of the action, namely to force the enemy back to his ships, the
newly-formed Tenth Army regarded its first battle as a success. In spite of
the apparently hopeless dispersal of German forces and the difficulties aris
ing at a critical moment from the Italian armistice, German troops had been
brought together for successful defensive operations, their movements had been
organised and an efficient conmand set up whilst two enemy armies were attack-

A basis had thus been created for the continuation of operations ining.

Italy.

In order to be able to form a correct opinion of the performance put up
by German units at Salerno, the following facts must be taken into account;

21 German infantry battalions (figures up to and including 16 September)
were in action.as compared with approximately 4-2 Allied battalions,
proportion of the German battalions had not been in action before.

A large

The number of land batteries cannot be estimated owing to lack of data;
if the amount of available ammunition is also taken into account, the Allies
must have been 100^ superior.

The overwhelming force of the Allied naval artillery and Air Forces v^^hich

the Gorman forces could in no way equal, was decisive in this action.

For the first time it had been clearly demonstrated that in modern war
fare an arny without air or sea support cannot score decisive successes against
an enemy y/hose three arms of the service co-operate perfectly,
influenced the plans of the German command in Italy for future operations in
this theatre.

This knoyvledge

If Hitler and OKW had not ignored this insight so obstinately, their

decisions for the conduct of operations in France would probably not have had
such disastrous results.

The colossal material superiority of the Allies displayed at Salerno

doubtless caused a fall in the morale of the young Tenth Army troops at first,
but the feeling that the German soldier had the right to be proud of his
performance at Salerno soon returned,
siderably greater than ours proves that both sides put up a stubborn fight.
If commanders and troops had previously been under the impression that they
were confronted by an almost insurmountable task, they faced future battles
with confidence after Salerno.

The fact that Allied losses v/ere con-

III, 1) During the fighting on Sicily the German command thought that the
next major Allied landing would take place near the newly-acquired base, i,e,
in the Tyrrhenian Sea, As we knev/ that the Allied command was accustomed to

/methodical
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methodical planning and to excluding the element of risk wherever possible,
it was thought that there was less likelihood of major landings on the Adriatic
coast, but the possibility of auxiliary operations, particularly in the Gulf of
Taranto, still had to be taken into account.

South decided, therefore, to leave the defence of Apulia andC, -in-C,
the northern half of the Gulf of Taranto to the Italians and to withdraw

I6th Panzer Division, which had been stationed in the area until then, to
defend Salerno Bay.

• 9

When doubts regarding the attitude of the Italian government increased,
hov/ever, OKW ordered the 1 st Paratroop Division to occupy the most important
points in Apulia in view of the dangerous effect which any landing at Taranto
or on the Adriatic coast, must have on operations on the vrestern coast.

This division had suffered heavy losses in the African and Sicilian

can^aigns and had been further weakened by the release of personnel to LXXXVI
Panzer Corps and the Naples area, but was particularly suitable for independ
ent operations in small groups.

2) What remained of the division vms assembled in Apulia until the beginning
It was orderedof September, the divisional staff being based at Altamura,

to delay the advance of any enemy force which might land, so that it would not
be able to threaten the expected major operations on the Tyrrhenian coast.

The division used the folloTang units;

1st Paratroop Regiment;

3rd Paratroop Regiment;

on broad front north of Taranto,

adjoining 1st regiment to the v/est,
arriving somev/hat later.

Each regiment had only 2 battalions.

The originally planned defence of the harbours of Taranto and Brindisi

had to be abandoned as the attitude of the strong Italian garrisons was un
certain, and to some extent thoroughly hostile.

The Engineer battalion was in Bari,

Units, 1 -2 battalions strong, were to defend airfields in the Poggia
area,

3) After the armustice Italian soldiers and civilians attacked German patrols
and single vehicles on a number of occasions, inflicting casualties,

general, however, the Italians maintained a passive, although distinctly un
friendly attitude.

In

During the afternoon of 9 September a clash with enemy patrols confirmed
These were later recog-the rumour that enen^r troops liad landed at Taranto,

nised as the 1st British Paratroop Division.

On 10 September enemy infantiy attacked Mottola on the Taranto - Gioja
del Colle road; patrols vrere also sent out in the direction of Ginosa,
general, however, the British held back and appeared to have no immediate
plans for an attack in force.

Nevertheless, the local attacks increased in strength, mainly in the
direction of Gioja del Colle and the few strong-points to the north. For
this reason German paratroops decided about 9 September to withdraw their
left wing to a new defence line running approximately betv/een Laterza, east

/of
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of Santemaro, Acquaviva, and the coast,
of Ginosa, The enemy followed up slow

The right flank stayed at and west
ly.

IV, A critical review of this period reveals the following points:

1) Being subordinate to the Italian Commando Supremo, the German command
could not group its weak forces before the landing in Calabria so that, in the
event of an enemy landing, they could be quiclcly concentrated in the threatened

area. In spite of all the misgivings caused by the low fighting value of the
Italian troops and the uncertain attitude of the Italian government, German
divisions were still dispersed as though both Aoas armies were going to carry
out a united defence, i. e. they v/ere spread out as "props" right down to the
southern tip of the "boot".

/

2) This might have had disastrous results for the German troops if the Allied
command had succeeded in bringing both of their vastly superior ariTiies together-
in a united action. Fortunately for us "^his did not happen. The solution
chosen by the Allies was the most favourable the Germ.an command could have

wished for as, apart from releasing X Corps for operations at Salerno, it was
able to prevent the British Eighth Ax'my from influencing the main battle in any
way.

The objective of the landing at Sslerno, to gain  a secure bridgehead and
capture Naples as a base for further operations, shows that the Allies did not
make the landing for strategic purposes, but considered it necessary to first
create a solid foundation on the mainland,

estimated German strength in Italy at the time.
They had apparently greatly over-

It is doubtful Y/hether a landing in the Gulf of Gaeta would have been more

favourable, as many critics maintain, than the landing at Salerno, Although
in many ways favourable for an attacking force, the Naples plain has one great
disadvantage: it is thickly covered Y/ith orchards, m.ost of which are si^round-
ed by hedges, v/hich make observation very difficult. For this reason it would
not have been possible to direct the overwhelming naval artillery fire and air
attacks Yvlth such accuracy and manoeuvrability as was done Yirith decisive

the open Salerno plain, quite apart from the fact that in this area
longer an absolute certainty.

3)

success on

bomber support from Sicily was no

On reconsideration of the deployment of landing forces at Salerno, it
unfortunate that the bulk of the A5th U, S. Division was not first sentseems _

in north of the Sele, so as to close the pass south of Eboli by a quick
forward thrust. This would doubtless have had a decisive influence on the

oourse of the important first days of the battle and might even have prevented
the crisis y/hich arose later.

4.) There yras one solution yvhich the German Command had to fear most of all;
it Yvas a bold plan but not a rash one considering the detailed knowledge the
Allies had about the German situation in Italy end it would have been the

easiest to carry out,

(a) A surprise landing, if possible a combined sea- and air-borne operation,
at Rome instead of Salerno Ydth feint manoeuvres in the Gulf of Gaeta.

No resistance would have been encountered on the first day, as both
German divisions vrere engaged in occupyin_
ing the Alban hills, and in the event of a situation such as this, the Italian
divisions Y/ould not have surrendered but fought (against the Germans). These
units and forces from Naples could not have taken action before the second or

third day, and then only gradually.

the area around Rome and in gueird-rr
o

/At
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At the same time:

(h) A .lajiding by the Eighth Army on the Adriatic coast, the fijrther north the
weaker the defence,

by the main force, as the in^iortant air-base (Poggia) could have been taken
■ immediately,
blocked the few roads in the interior,

(c) If this had been done at least the following would have been accomplished:

The Gulf of Manfredonia was the best area for a landing

Units could then have pushed forward at once from this area and

An easy landing and the blocking of German supply lines, most of which
This would have reduced tho freedom of movement andpassed through Rome,

fighting value of Gorman divisions in southern Italy to such an extent that

the Allies would have had ample time to stabilise and expand their bridgeheads.

German units v/ould probably have broken through to the north eventually,
but only -with hea-vy losses ov/ing to lack of fuel.

In this case the main battle could only have been joined north of Rome,
presumably vdth the main defence line in the northern Apennines, so that nearly
a year of heavy fighting would have been saved.
Home at such an early moment would have brought about a fundamental change in
the political situation.

Moreover, the occupation of

.  D

The Yfithdray/al from Salerno to the Occupation of the

Bernhard lane (Winter lane)

I. 1) Plans and orders of Tenth Army H, Q,

After tho Salerno action had been broken off the old order came into force

again for Army H, Q,, namely, to hold up the Allied advance in central Italy as
much as possible to gain time to consolidate the main defence line in the rear,
which at this time was still planned to be set up in the northern Apennines.

This meant withdrawing the. divisions concentrated at Salerno from close

contact -with the enemy and forming a defence line about 130 km long linking up
with the 1st Paratroop Division which was fighting on the Adriatic coast.

It must not be forgotten that the American Fifth Army would immediately
resume its offensive and follow up withdrav/als, although the British Eighth Amy

In order

to be equal to the more difficult task, therefore, the right wing of the Army
had to be made as strong as possible at the expense of the left.

Orders for the night 16/1? September merely stated;

Hold present positions whilst withdrawing particiilarly exposed units,
prepare for the disengagement planned for the night ly/lQ, survey etc.
of tho new defence line, routes to the line and the evacuation of all

dispensable equipment to the rear,

Tho futvirc conduct of operations was settled during a briefing at Tenth
Army H,Q, in St Angelo wood on 17 September,

(a) ]fein points;

not capable of exerting strong pressure during the next few days.was

Delaying operations against both Allied Armies on front from the western
For the time being the right wing wdll be held on

/the

to eastern coasts of Italy,
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the Sorrento peninsula as a turning-point for the pivot movement so that the
large German supply dumps in and around Naples can. be evacuated and the

destruction of the harbour and all supply installations of use to the Allies

completed,

(b) Deployment of Forces:

XIV Panzer Corps vdth 15th Panzer Grenadier Division,
"Hermann G-oering" Division,
I6th Panzer Division,

LXXVI Panzer Corps -idth the 26th Panzer Division,
29th Panzer Grenadier Division,
1 st Paratroop Division,

Mght;

Left:

Boundary line between the Corps runs approximately betvreen Avellino and

Avezzano,

Units which are mixed at present will be organised and the Paratroop
battalions in particular v/ill be sent back to their division.

In spite of the fact that several divisions urgently needed a rest, no
Army reserves were to be held owing to the length of the front and the diffi

culty of moving units in the mountainous terrain,

(c) To ensiore that operations proceeded according to plan, defence lines were
designated and dates were issued from time to time denoting the minimum period
for which those lines were to be held,

line to be held for a longer period v/ould be the artillery position Volturno -
Calore - Portore or Biferno, which was not to be evacuated before 15 October.
Work was to begin on its consolidation immediately.

The enen^r pixrsuit was to be delayed by the methodical desti*uction of all
lines of communication between the defence lines.

It was decided that the first defence

Main defence lines particularly favoured by the terrain were fixed by
South, intermediary linos by Tenth Arii\y H.Q, which also reservedC.-in-C

the right to evacuate them.
• y

(d) After the withdrawal began Army H.Q. transferred its headquarters to the
Naples area north of Caiazzo.

Execution of 1 ):

(a) First phase, up to 28 September

American Fifth /irmy front:

2)

XIV Panzer Corps; The "Hermann Goering" Division with subordinated units of
3rd and 15th Panzer Grenadier Divisions had to defend their present posi

tions obstinately for the time being.

The 15th Rmzer Grenadier Division vj-as transferred to the western vdng
of the Voltirrno position and was ordered to send out advanced detachments as
far as the area north of Naples, Naples itself and the coast around^
Vesuvius Y/ero already occupied by 2 battalions of the 1st Paratroop Division
which Y/ere to establish contact v/ith the "Hermann Goering" Division.

The I6th Panzer Division, all units of which Yvere mixed YYith other divi-
had to be assembled behind the front and Y/as then also sent into posi-

*  It occupied the sector east of the road to Rome via

/Capua,

the

sions

tion on the Voltumo.
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Capua, which was expected to he the point of main effort, to prepare defences
in the difficult hill terrain at leisure.

The 26th Panzer Division disengaged the enemy on theLXXVI Panzer Corps:

evening of 1? September in accordance with orders and reached the new line
between Montecorvino and Oleana.

"Hermann Goering" Division on the right and also established loose contact ?dth

the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division, which vras vdthdravdng on both sides of

Route 91 (Contursi - San iingelo).
behind to face the enemy, who followed up very slowly.

The division at last linked up with the

Both divisions left strong rearguards

XIV Panzer Corps: The 10 British Corps attacked on 23 September, the main
effort being made on 46th Division front on the Vietri - Nocera road.
"Hermann Goering" Division offered stubborn resistance and Cava was held.
The town remained in German hands for the next few days and only slight losses
v/ere sustained. The 56th Division did not succeed in taking the important
Monte Stella position (east of the Salerno - Avellino road) before 26 September.
On 27 September the "Hermann Goering" front was pushed back to the line
Camerelle - Baronissi, and at the same time Eanger battalions occupied the

Attacks were also made at Nocera by units

The

northern slope of the hill-chain,
of the newly-landed 7th British Armoured Division.

The 6 U. S. Corps quickly coitq)leted its re-groupingLXXVI Panzer Corps:

for the new advance after the hand-lait 36th M.vision had been relieved by the
recently-landed 3rd U.S. Division, a formation \Thich proved itself to be
first-class and well-led in later battles.

On the evening of I9 September 26th Panzer Division had to withdraw its
hard-pressed left flank to the area south of Acerno.
4th Paratroop Regiment was sent off to its division.
Grenadier Regiment (minus the 2nd battalion), which had hitherto been carrying
out rearguard operations against the British Eighth iinry, arrived on
20 September. On the evening of the same day the 2nd battalion of this regi
ment (from the Buesing battle group) and the 3rd Battery of the 93rd Artillery
Regiment also appeared.
Vidth the exception of the Panzer regiment still in the Rome area and another in
Germany.

During the night the
The 67th Panzer

All the units of this division wex’e assembled nov/.

The division took over the left -vd-ng of the "Hermann Goering" Division and
units of 3rd and 15th Panzer Grenadier Divisions were relieved by the 67th
Panzer Grenadier Regiment,
time separated Corps areas, ran west of Avellino to the point where the Galore
flows into the Voltin'no.

The divisional boundary line, v/hich at the same

The front was quiet on both days and re-grouping proceeded Yidthout inter-

On 21/22 September the advanced line had to be withdrawn in face ofruption,
strong attacks to the Sabota line, and then to the heights south and south-west
of Montella.

By moving over open country the 3rd U.S. Division sought to by-pass positions,
most of which were situated on both sides of the road, and reached the southern

edge of Montella (held by German forces) on 24 September.
Panzer Grenadier Division reconnaissance unit, which was still with 26th Panzer
Division, ■was sent to occupy Nusco and thereby returned to its division.

The heaviest pressure viras exerted on the left flank above Acorno

In the evening 29th

,

Since 24 September pressure of attacks had also increased on the right
•wing of the division,
observation points in the area, -was lost, causing a withdrawal to the general
line between Baronissi and the heights south of Solofra and east of Volturara,

On 25 September Monte Monna, one of the most important

The 29th Panzer Grenadier Division, starting with the left wing, also dis
engaged the enemy on the evening of 17 September and -withdrew along Route 9I.
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The rearguard had to fight hard, first at Contursi and then at Oliveto, which
was occupied by the 2f5th U. 3. Division on 22 September,
ed up closely and took the rearguard position at Teora on 26 September.

The swift advance by the right wing of 3rd U.S. Division and the use of
fresh forces (later identified as 34th U.S. Division) between it and the 45th
Division had pushed the 26th and 29th Divisions back to the line Montemarano -
3. ihigelo by the follovd.ng evening.

British Eighth Army Front:

This division follov/-

Ist Faratroop Division:

western flank of the British Eighth Army v/as withdravm (i,e, since 19 September)
ondy the weak 1st Paratroop Division (the 4th Paratroop Regiment was sent to
join it on 20 September)confronted the whole of the British Eighth Army,
left flank was extended far to the south towards iLpulia and a wide breach
existed betvreen the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division and its right wing, which
at the time consisted of the small garrison at Poggia airfield,
of primary irgjortance to unite the division with the rest of the Army,
Fortunately the main Eighth Army forces, the 5th British and 1st Canadian
Divisions moving up from Calabria, did not take advantage of the favourable
situation,

forces would have put the whole of the Paratroop Division out of action and
made the Tenth jirmy's position untenable,
ments of 13 British Corps had only reached the Auletta - Brienza - Potenza

area by 20 September and had paused there in ordei- to close up and organise
supply.

After the 26th Panzer Division rearguard on the

Its

It was now

A swift thrust on or north of Poggia against negligible defence

As it happened, advanced detach-

The painstaking road-blocking operations by German engineers had
therefore proved v/orthwhile.

Meanwhile, the situation in Apulia had developed more rapidly.
20 September Santerano and Acquaviva were relinquished cA'idng to constant
press-uro on the sparsely occupied northern vdng of the 1st Paratroop Regiment.
The right wing (3rd Paratroop Regiment) was also forced to withdraw as the
battle group of Ist Canadian Division advanced slowly from the south and on

23 September the enemy was in possession of the line Gravina - Altarraira -

Tt/est of Acquaviva,
from Bari.

On about

On the same day a landing by a new division was reported

Owing to the effect of this division (the 78th British) and the develop
ment of the situation at Potenza and Salerno, it was useless to hold such an

advanced position for any length of time. For this reason a withdrawal

behind the eastern Ofante sector in front of Cerignola was ordered. During
the course of 24 September the paratroops moved behind this sector just in
time to escape a dangerous outflanking thrust by mobile troops of 78th Division
which could have easily cut off a further withdrawal. These troops had reached
Barletta by 24 September, but were held up by demolished bridges over the Ofanto
and could not resume their advance before 25 September, As a result of this

they wore not able to prevent the paratroops withdrawing to the Cavaro sector,
which \vas also held for only a short time. On 27 September Foggia was lost
after hard fighting and Canadian forces from Potenza occupied Melfi, The
Paratroop Division vd-thdrev/ tlnrough the intermediary position Lucera -
S, .Severo - coast to the Fortore - Colletorto position - Serracapriola line.

Thus the special paratroop operation ended. Fighting in small, independ
ent groups in open terrain, they had held dovm. superior and continuously rein
forced enemy forces for almost three weeks, and had prevented them from influ
encing the main battle area. In this time they had covered almost 200 km,
cariying out difficult withdra-vrals smoothly and without serious losses, and
continually forcing the closely-pursuing enemy forces to a standstill. They
had carried out their orders to the letter and had once more lived up to their
reputation as first-class independent fighters.

/3)
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3) The general situation of the Tenth Amy had developed according to plan
in this first phase of the \7ithdrawal up to 28 September in spite of the
continuous severe strain on the troops.

The "Hermann Gooring" Division had held the base for the pivot movement
long enough and evacuation and demolition operations at Naples were nearly
complete. The initial deployment on a broad front of divisions from the
Salerno area had been carried out in spite of eneiTiy attempts to interfere,
but tension was still strong ?3nd the divisions were only loosely conncctod.

The 1st Paratroop Division had also been able to bring back and assemble
its dispersed forces on the same level. There was, however, a wide breach
between it and the main front, and this had to be filled before the British
Eighth Army attacked. This v/ould take time, as owing to the demolition of a
number of bridges, the main force of 29th Panzer Grenadier Division, which had
been allotted this task, had to bo diverted via Benevento, and units of 26th
Panzer Division were moving in this area at the same time.

On 27 &ptember, therefore, Army H.Q. ordered the Army to fall back to
the A position during the night 27/28 September, leaving strong rearguards
behind to face the enemy,

(b) Second phase, 28 September to 8 October

The withdrawal to the Volturno of most of the troops facing the eneny
was carried out without interference during the night 28/29 September,
first of the positions held by rearguards for a short time was on Vesuvius in
the "Hermann Goering" Division sector. The western slope of the volcano was
held by paratroops at Torre del Greco, On the following day the tv/o units
fell back slcwly to the Regi Lagni on both sides of Acerra and to Naples in
face of advanced detachments of the 7th British Armoured Division and the 82nd
Airborne Division moving up 'west of Vesuvius, 1/iinor disturbances took place
in Naples during the evacuation from 29 to 30 September, and the city
entered by armoured reconnaissance units of the 7th British Armoured Division
on the morning of 1 October,

The

was

The city and the harbour area in particular
had already been badly damaged by the Allied Air Forces; ships were sunk at
piers and in the harbour basin as a further impediment, but the excellent
Allied technical services managed to put it into working order again in a
surprisingly short time. The same applied to the city supply installations
which had been put out of action.

The Acerra line was evacuated about the 3 October and the enemy was

prevented from following up closely by bridge and road demolitions and the
indiscriminate laying of mines,
to enable troops to move across a temporary bridge south-vrest of Caiazzo
3^and 4 October, On 5 October spearheads of the 7th Armoured and 56th
Divisions reached the southern bank of the Volturno at Cancello and Capua.

The last halt -was made on larcianise hil

o

l

n

The 26th Panzer Division rearguard, the 26th Armoured Reconnaissance Unit
and Il/67th Panzer Grenadier Regiment had also slowly fallen back from
defence line to another and, after fighting a number of hard and successful
actions in which prisoners and equipment were captured, was holding the line
Airola - Montesarchio - southern edge of Benevento on 2 October,
was received there by advanced detachments of the 9th Panzer Grenadier Regi
ment. Reconnaissance units of the 34th and 45th U.S, Divisions felt their
way fojzward in this area and in the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division sector and
occupied Benevento during the night 2/3 October after forming a bridgehead on
the northern bank.

one

The unit

On 6 October the eneny was in full possession of the southern bank of
the Volturno - Galore sector. During 7 October hard local actions were fought

/south-
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south-east of Telese, where an enemy detachment had crossed the Volturno dur
ing, the night, and by the bridge at Ponte, in the course of which the
succeeded in gaining and holding bridgeheads,
was successful.

After this, the hope that a defence position which could be held for
time had been found on the Galore had to be abandoned. Ihe sector was too
long (almost 30 km for 4 battalions and a reconnaissance unit) for a weak
Panzer Division without its Panzer regiment, especially as l/67th Panzer
Grenadier Regiment, v/hich had been withdrawn as Corps reserve, had to be sent
into line north of Benevento, The positions were only partially consolidated
and, as observation vtsls difficult owing to the terrain, the possibilities of
using artillery effectively were too limited. In view of this the division
(holding the right wing at Amorosi) was brought back to a new defence line
running approximately north of the Guardia - Pontelandolfo road on October 7.

British Eighth Arnry Pront

The 29th Panzer Grenadier Division had been withdrawn to the north-east
through Benevento about the 30 September to take over the Portore sector up
to the right wing of the 1st Paratroop Division at Colletorto. The 71st
Panzer Grenadier Regiment occupied the southern part of the sector on both
sides of S, Bartolomeo and the 15th Panzer Grenadier Regiment took over the
northern section, concentrating on both sides of Route I7, These troops
arrived just in time to counter the 1st Canadian division advancing from
Lucera, Halted by stubborn defence north of S. Bartolomeo, at S. Marco and
Colletorto on 2 October, the Canadians had to deploy and prepare for a proper
attack. Rain delayed their movements and the attack was not launched before
6 October. Gambatesa was reached on 8 October, Meanwhile, developments on
the 1st Paratroop Division front had made the rnthdrawal of the 29th Panzer
Grenadier Division necessary on 8 October.

Fighting had meanwhile taken place on the 1st Paratroop Division front
v/hich was to have an important influence on the general situation when the I6th
Panzer Division had been brought up. The advancing British. 78th Division had
reached the Portore sector on 50 September. The tovm of Serracapriola, situ
ated on high ground, was occupied by small forces of the 1st Paratroop Regiment,
the bridge was down and the river in flood. However, the 78th Division
succeeded in fording the river, and on 1 October the town was taken by an
attack from the south-east and north. The paratroops fell back to the next
defence line on the ridge east of Casacalenda - S. Martino in Pensilis - coast,
but units in the northern part of the position were soon pushed back over the
Bifemo,

enemy

Not a single counter-attack

some

The 1st Paratroop Division front v/as very long (over 40 km) and, until
the arrival of 29th Panzer Grenadier Division, covering parties were also
spread over the area from Colletorto southwards to Motta,

formed a battle group numbering about 100 men from the remnants of various

units, police etc, to defend the small harbour-town of Termoli, situation on
a plateau behind the German front,
value and was under the command of a Major Rau,

been repeatedly warned of the possibility of a landing he showed that he was

in no way equal to the task which had been set him,
was completely surprised when British troops made the first landing west of
the town on the morning of 3 October, and he and his troops were taken
prisoner before they could fire a shot,
head and established contact at the demolished Biferno bridge vdth the 78th
Division on the opposite bank.

The division had

The group had only a modest fighting
Although this officer had

Consequently, his iinit

The enemy quickly formed a bridge-

As the main front of 1st Paratroop Division was already undermanned,
only small reserves could be v/ithdrav/n to counter this new threat. LXXVI

/Panzer
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Panzer Corps also had only one battalion available, namely l/9th Panzer
Grenadier Regiment, and this was sent off immediately,
certain, however, that the successful initial landing would be quickly
follovTed by others, C,-in-C
wards immediately for a counter-attack from the Voltumo.
march through over 150 km of mountainous terrain, during v/hich most of the
tanks temporarily fell by the v/ayside, the Ibnzer Grenadier regiments reached

1/leanwhile, fresh troops
had been landed and the bridgehead enlarged, but  a counter-attack by l/9th
Panzer Grenadier Regiment on the western flank and stubborn defence by the
garrison of S, Giacomo and the engineers brought for^mrd from Guglionesi had
limited its growth,
were supported by a few German bombers which took the place of the tanks
which had been left behind, but in spite of this their progress was slow.

On 5 October the attack v/as reseimed in a more methodical manner v/ith
2 battle groups from the south, including about 30 tanks, and a small group
from the west,
of this good progress v/as made in face of stiff opposition and the eneny was
pushed back to the tovm from the west and south-\7est.
wore not able to take the tovm itself, or at least cut it off from the Biferno
ford.

As it was fairly

South ordered I6th Panzer Division to move north•)

After a forced

the battle area late on the morning of 4 October,

The newly-arrived regiments attacked immediately and

It coincided Tdth an enemy attempt to break out, but in spite

However, German troops

-

In the evening fresh enemy forces, including tanks, were landed,
bridge over the Biferno was in use again by the following morning through the
unsparing efforts of the in5)erturbable British engineers, some of them working
under machine-gun fire,
breakthrough Ion avra-y from the coast in strong counter-attacks  by fresh enemy
forces,
of 5 October,

The

Thus the attack resumed on 6 October ended without a

It was too late for the success which had beckoned on the evening

The I6th Fhnzer Division had had more than its share of bad luck,
not completely recovered from the difficult days at Salerno, where it had to
bear the brunt of the fighting, tired out by the long forced march, rushed into
action without sufficient preparation and grouidng, 'this experienced division had not
quite been able to get the better of the difficult situation,
the thought that the hard-won territory would have to be relinquished again in
a short time to conform with general strategy had probably v/eakened their will
to attack, otherwise they might liave succeeded in v/iping out the bridgehead
altogether.

Still

Furthermore,

After this reverse Army H.Q, approved the LXXVI Panzer Corps proposal to
take the left v/ing back to the next defence line Casacalenda - Palata -
ivbntencro - coast,
position commenced.

On the evening of 6 October slow v/ithdrawals to this

II. 1)
vdlthdrawals to establish a broad front between the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic
Seas had proved that, contrary to expectation, Gorman troops were capable of
putting up effective resistance in southern and central Italy, areas gener
ally favouring defence, against the greatly superior Allied armies.
South therefore suggested to OB''/ that the plan to make a fighting withdrawal
to the northern Apennines should be discarded and that suitable positions
further south should be consolidated and effectively defended,
these positions to come under consideration wras the general line Garigliano -
Gassino - Maiella massif - Sangro,
initial decision, proposed malcLng Field-lfershal Kesselring 0,-in-C, in Italy
and giving Pield-lfershal Rommel another appointment.

The successful Tenth Amy defensive operation at Salerno and the

C.-in-G

The first of

OBf approved this plan and, changing its

• f

Two aspects played an important part in forming this decision;

/(a)
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(a) A purely military aspect: To keep the front, and also enemy air
fields, as far av/ay from the southern frontier of Germany as possible;

(b) A political aspect: To maintain the newly-formed Italian Fascist
Republic under Mussolini with Rome as capital and City of the Holy See
and thereby give it an important moral boost in the eyes of the Italian
people and of v/orld opinion.

The assumption of command in northern Italy v/as to take place in the
middle of'November and the former "C,-in-C

South-West and C,-in-C, of Army Group C",
South" was to be renamed "C.-• > in-G• J

Reinforcements required for defence were immediately sent to Field-

They were the follow-Marshal Kcsslering from Field-Marshal's command area,
ing:

C,0. General Pfeiffer,
C.0. General Hauck,
C.0. General von Ziehlbcrg

94th Infantry Division:
305th Infantry Division:
65th Infantry Division:
in exchange for 16th Panzer Division which was to be released
for service in the East,

also

These divisions arrived about the middle of October and v/cre immediately

sent into the new position to consolidate it:

94th Infantry Division on the right vang behind the Garigliano,
305th Infantry Division in the hills south of Alfedena,

i.e. at points where no decisive attacks wore expected and where the divisions

could acquire battle experience on a quieter front.

The 65th Division v/as sent into the Adriatic sector belxLnd the Sangro

v/hcrc this possibility did not apply.

Furthermore, there was the prospect of obtaining Army troops of all types,
in particular the urgently required artillery.

The principal object >vas to garrison the front with infantry and mountain
troops so that mobile division could be held in readiness as strategic
reserves for the front and the open flanks on the seaboards. The consolida

tion of positions by construction units, engineers and detachments from divi
sions in action at the front v/orking under special construction staffs was to

be speeded up so that the Bernhard position (winter line) would be ready to
defend from 1st November,

The Army front was now consolidated and the dang-
In spite

2) Tenth Arny Situation;
erous gap between Beneveiito and the 1st Paratroop Division closed,
of this, hovrover, the incidents on the Galore ajad at Termoli had shorn how
insecure the situation still wa.s.

6 German divisionsRelative strengths v/ere still too unequal, there were
(also the l6th Panzer Division until its release) on a front I50 km long.
These had been in action or mthdrawing almost continuously since 3-9

September, Only a small percentage of the losses had been replenished, there
were still no artillery replacements, few serviceable tanks and, apart from a
few bombers, no Air Force,

The Allies had the American Fifth Army vd.th 6 divisions at the front, the
British Eighth Army with 4 divisions (after the 8th Indian Division was sent
up), both equipped with every weapon a modern Army needs, and in addition they
v/ere supported by a strong Air Force.

/The
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The terrain was more favourable than in the former defence line, Owing
to heavy rain the Volturno was in flood, but its bed was deeply cut away in
places, which resulted in dead ground for German weapons. At other places
the eneny bank v/as considerably higher than the German, but positions were set
back from the river, decreasing the disadvantage. Hill terrain east of
Eoute 6 (via Capua) and north of the river impeded observation and greatly
limited the effect of German weapons, especially the artillery.

The adjoining mountain area to the north favoured delaying operations
but offered no real "position" behind a natural barrier. Furthermore, no
preparations had been made in this area as had been done to some extent on
the Volturno.

In view of this. Army R.Q. was quite aware of the fact that resistance
on this lino also might be very short-lived once the enemy attack got luider-
v/ay.

An important point must first be taken into account regarding occupation
Southof the line,

agreed, that the Allies would malce their main effort on both sides of the road
to Rome via Capua - Cassino - Valmontone.
other points would not be really effective unless they influenced the fighting
in this area.

Tenth Army H. Q. was of the opinion, with which C.-in-C • f

In this case, enemy successes at

For this reason the German main effort also had to be made in tlxis area
with regard to both occupation of the line and the employment of construction
units on positions in the rear. Consequently a number of advanced positions
in front of the main defence line were under constmction at Cassino on this
road too.

Army H.Q. had not withdravm I6th Fhnzer Division from the front and
transferred it to the Voltiu’no merely for a rest, but to allow it to prepare
for defence undisturbed by the enemy in the difficult terrain north-east of
Capua,
therefore objected v/hen C.-in-C. South ordered 16th Panzer Division to proceed
to the bridgehead after the landing at Termoli,

A success at Termoli would indeed have raised the troops' spirits, but
for practical purposes it made little difference whether LXXVI Panzer Corps
had to withdrav/ its loft wing at once or a few days later,
sufficient to send just enough reserves to block the bridgehead and allow a
methodical withdrav/al to be carried out,
operation was the regiment of the 33^d Panzer Grenadier Division, v/hich had
previously been in action with the "Hermann Goering" Division and was available
at short notice,
been used,
of considerable importance on the Volturno front,
would drop out on the long march through the mountains that it was doubtful
whether the small infantry forces at its disposal (only 4 battalions) would be
able to push the enemy back into the sea unaided.

This was the main danger area for the Volturno position. Army H.Q,

It was therefore

The most suitable unit for this

If the necessity had arisen, the whole division could have
In view of the reasons just stated, the 16th Panzer Division was

•Moreover, so many tanks

South insisted on his orders being carried out and l6th Panzer
Unfortunately, the fears of

C.-in-C
Division moved off on the morning of 3 October,
Army H.Q. were fully realised.

• 7

The 3rd Panzer Grenadier Divison moving up to the Volturno (the reinforced
regiment came first and then the remainder of the division in separate groups
from about 10 October) could not take the place of I6th Panzer Division.
The regiment had already shown itself to be very inexperienced at Salerno and,
in spite of a very able commander. General Graeser, did not come up to the
standard of the other Panzer and Panzer Grenadier Divisions during the rest
of the campaign.

/The
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The fact that the main body of the division did not arrive in the diffi
cult sector until the enemy had reached the southern bank and had begun attack
ing made its task particularly exacting. In addition, the situation made it
necessary for the boundary of 26th Panzer Division adjoining the Grenadier
Division on the left to be moved back to the ridge Cerreto - L. d. Matesa -
Gallo, 12 km to the north. A delaying action was to be carried out in this
area by only the reconnaissance unit of 26th Panzer Division under artillery
commander General ¥iebig, reinforced by one battalion. This, of course, did
not provide sufficient cover on the flank, as a whole American division v^s
attacking in this area, and later 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division had to use its
own forces on the other side of the Volturno. For these reasons the division
had to operate \mder particularly unfavourable conditions, and it is no wonder
it could not accomplish its difficult task as 16th Panzer Division would
presumably have done after three v/eeks of undisturbed preparation in the area.

The two other divisions in the XIV Panzer Corps

15^1 Panzer Grenadier Division:

were;

from the coast to Grazzanise: 129th
Panzer Grenadier Regiment on the river,
104.th in reserve and for coastal defence.
The division had rested and v/as in good
condition,

in Sicily the division still'had a

third, i, e, an extra regiment, the 115th.
This was to be disbanded and split up
between the other regiments as replace
ments, but was still indispensable at
the time.

After its re-organisation

It was temporarily attached
to the "Hermann Goering" Division.

"Hermann Goering" Division: held the adjoining sector as far as
Piana di Caiazzo,
groups in action:
the Corvj.n group vrf.th 2 "H, G,

It had 2 battle

battalions,
the ifeuke group with 2 battalions of the
115th Regiment, both reinforced by
third battalion with heavy weapons.

a

In addition to its if infantry battalions,
the division had a small armoured group
and a large number of motorised assault
guns and AA of all calibres and its fire

power was superior to that of' the other
divisions.

LXXVE Banzer Corps

26th Panzer Division For transfer of right boundary see above.
The Viebig battle group was placed under
XIV Panzer Corps command on 12 October,
l/9th Panzer Grenadier Regiment v/as
Corps reserve, being at Termoli at the
time. The Panzer Regiment (minus the
1st battalion) did not join the division
imtil 14 October,

ed the area on both sides of Route 87/1?
(Pontelandolfo - Boiano - Iserna) with
the remaining 2 battalions.

The division defend-

29th Panzer Grenadier Division: held the adjoining sector to the north
up to the approximate line S, Elia a. P.

/“ north
'i.. . -
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The division vra.s- north of Trivento,

up to full strength and was of a particu
larly high standard.

29th Panzer Grenadier Division

(contd.y

and I6th Panzer Division holding a narrow
front to the north defended the difficult

sector up to the coast. As opposed to
the mountainous terrain further south,
there v/ere good roads in this area and
the British had an excellent opportunity
of making full use of their superior
armoured forces.

1st Paratroop Division:

The Paratroop division now had its 3rd
Infantry Regiment hack again, hut had only
one light artillery battery and had to he
reinforced hy Army artillery.
Panzer Division had still not replenished
its losses and was vary weak in infantry.
For this reason it was limited to a small

sector and was to he withdravm. from the

front after the next battle.

The 16th

Tenth Army H, Q, were moved to Pozzilli
near Venafro.

3) Course of Operations up to about 18 October

(®-) XIV Panzer Corps

Fortunately for German defence, American Fifth Army preparations for the
It began during the night 12/13 October,

The splendid 15th Panzer
attack had been slowed down by rain,
before midnight on the 10 British Corps sector.
Grenadier Division, commanded at the time by Oberst Bade, who was later to
prove himself one of the most able leaders whilst in command of 90th Panzer
Grenadier Division, and the Corvin group of the "Hermann Goering" Idvision

The attack opened with a
Several attenets

scored an absolute defensive success in this area,

strong thrust by the British Armoured Division at Grazzaniso,
to cross the river broke down in face of German fire, but eventually a few

groups managed to gain and maintain a foothold in the deep river-bend.

In the 56th British Division's sector all attempts to cross at Capua failed
In a secondary attack west of Triflisco small groups succeeded incompletely,

crossing the river and in forming a bridgehead, but vrore forced to evacuate
during the same night by a counter-attack.

The point of main effort of the 10 British Corps attack lay on its west
vd.ng (d6th Division) where naval support was also to be expected. The attack
opened somewhat later than the others, without warning or artillery preparation.
Covered by darkness, the enemy succeeded in gaining a foothold at throe places

the northern bank namely at Castel Volturno, about 2 km to the east and
The latter bridgehead was broken up by a counter-

on

directly west of Cancello.
attack on 13 October and the retreating enemy suffered heavy losses,
enemy managed to hold the other two bridgeheads, which were compressed into a
small space, but was unable to expand them to any extent and so that remained
useless.

The

The Volturno battle was to be decided, as had been feared, on the left
wing of the "Hermann Goering" Division and on the sector held by the 3rd Panzer
Grenadier Division, which was just settling dovm, by the 6 U. S. Corps and
in particular, by the very cleverly planned and forcefully executed attack of

/3rd
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3rd U.S. Division. After a feint attack away from the main crossing point,
the attacking columns crossed the Volturno on "both sides of the bend south
west of Piana di Caizzo v/hile it was still dark,
made at Salerno i, e. waiting to clear up pockets of resistance, and instead
pushed forward to the north regardless of the threat to their flank,
heavy fighting with the stubbornly-resisting Grenadiers of the lauke battle
group they reached the dominating M. J/kiulo and the slopes running down to
Caiazzo in the afternoon,
tion at Triflisco coiild be held,
enemy bridgehead had been created, into v/hich fresh enemy forces poured
continuously.

They avoided the mistake

In

In spite of a number of attacks only the projec-
Thus, in the first wave of attack, a large

At the same time the 34'th U, S. Division had also launched its attack
against 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division west of the Galore estuary,
ful crossing was made all along the front but only slow progress vra.s made at

Gaiazzo and the hills to the east remained in German hands until the

A success

first,

-

morning of 14 October.

As already mentioned, the situation was made even more difficult for
3rd Panzer Grenadier Division as the 26th Panzer Division had to assemble its
main force on Route 87 on the other side of the Volturno.
from Canadian forces attacking from the east (their vdng reached S. Croce d.S,
on 11 October) the division had to keep withdrav/ing its left vdng as well.
Thus only the weak Viebig battle group stood in the path of 45th U. S, Division
attacking T/estwands. from north of the Galore,
reached the slopes east of S. Salvatore on 12 October, were approaching
1, Aoero on 13 October, and the heights near Paicchio and the Volturno on
14 October.

Under pressure

American forces had already

The XIV Panzer Corps had no reserves even to reinforce 3rd Panzer
Grenadier Division flank on the other side of the Volturno, and could give
only limited help by moving the artillery concentration further towards the
left wing. On the evening of 14 October, therefore, Army H,Q. had to order
the withdrawal of the left \dng of the Corps and the dispersal of the rest
of its front to prepare the next defence line.

Owing to the thinning-out of its front, enemy forces on the 15th Panzer
Grenadier Division sector succeeded in pushing their bridgeheads forward as
far as the deep Agnena Mova canal on 15 October, but wore not able to cross
it (near the main highway) before the evening of 18 October.

The 7th British Armoured Division also struggled forward laboriously in
the narrow river bend, took Erezza on 16 October, and pushed on slowly in the
direction of the canal.

No further attempts to cross the river were made on the 56th British
Division front; on the contrary, fresh troops, later identified as belonging
to the 56th Division, vrore observed crossing the bridge at Triflisco and mov-

On 17 October the heights near Villaing north-westwards on 15 October.
Voltumo were lost after heavy fighting, and the town itself on 18 October.
The enemy follovred up on the road to Pormicola. Other units of this division
moved forward north of the Volturno on the flanlc of the garrison of Capua on
the 17 October.

In view of the situation, it was expected that the withdrawal along the
whole of the Volturno plain front would proceed slowly and according to plan.
The development of the situation on both sides of the Volturno was still of
great importance in this respect. Here in rough, difficult mountainous
terrain on the western side, the 3rd U.S., and at  a somewhat slower pace
34th Divisions were resolutely fighting their way forward in face of the
equally determined resistance of the Mauke battle group and the 3rd Panzer
Grenadier Division and in spite of the all-out demolition and mining efforts

/of
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Although vreak, the skilfully directed and manoeuvrahleof German engineers,
artillery of both German divisions played an important part in this fighting.
The few German bombers available also sought to support their comrades on the
ground by untiring and determined attacks on bridges and crossing-places.

In spite of everything the ^rd U. S, Division, advancing on both sides of
the Triflisco - Liberi road, reached Cisterna on 15 October, the heights at
laberi on 16 October (in face of strong Gorman counter-attacks) and the town
itself, which was evacuated during the night, and Villa on 17 October,
the evening of 18 October Roccaromana and the heights at Dragoni were also
evacuated by rearguards.

On

On the same day the 34th U.S. Division captured the flat river bank as
On the other side of thefar as Alvignano hill from weak defending forces,

Voltiorno the Viebig battle group had also carried out a fighting vdthdrawal.
During the night 15/16 October the T. Titerno sector (including Paicchio) was
evacuated,
following night'so that defensive positions could be taken up in the adjoining
sector to the v/est by the evening of 18 October,

The stream sector leading to Gioia was also given up during the

In view of the situation on the left wing of XIV and the right wing of
EXXVI Panzer Corps, Amy H. Q. decided on the evening of 16 October to give
XIV Panzer Corps permission to withdraw along the whole of its front,
timetable, Y>rhich provided for defence of the Voltiirno line until 15 October,
had been followed.

Tenth Army H. Q, was moved to its winter quarters at iJhssa d'Albe (north
of Avezzano) in order to complete the establishment of its staff,

(b) LXXVr Panzer Corps

The

Until 11 October the 26th Panzer Division had fallen back slowly in close
contact vdth the right vd.ng of the advancing 45th U, S, Division,
ever, the Viebig battle group v/ent over to XIV Panzer Corps, and the division
had to mke closer contact on both sides of Route 87 with 29th Panzer Grenadier
Division, whose right wing had relinquished S, Croce d, S, to the 1st Canadian
Division on this very day. On the evening of 12 October a LXXVI Panzer Corps
order to withdraw directed the division to make preparations for the defence of
the Biferno sector on both sides of Boiano.
strength, the regiments fell back to this position on the evening of 15 October.
The enemy follovred up slowly, pushing the rearguards back to the battle outposts
by 18 October. The commanding officer of the Viebig battle group reported to
his division again on the evening of the same day. The reconnaissance unit was
to be left at Gallo latese and to the north-v/est to cover the right flank and
Il/67th Panzer Grenadier Regiment was to rejoin its regiment,
dioring the next few days, and the time was used to consolidate positions.
The 1st Canadian Division had made only slow progress on the 29th Panzer

In accordance vrith the Corqjs order, the division

Then, ho\Y-

Leaving rearguards in battalion

All was quiet

Grenadier Division sector,
evacuated Campobasso and fell back over the Biferno during the night of
14 October, The 15th Panzer Grenadier Regiment, which vri.thdrew first, took
up positions in the northern sector, and the 7'lst Panzer Grenadier regiment
in the southern sector.

On the left wing of the Corps the 1st Paratroop and 16th Panzer Divisions
held the former defence line, but here too units of the 1st Paratroop Division
..;r: withdrawn behind the Sangro to prepare defences. On the coast positions
vroro taken up behind the Trigno until 17 October, whilst to the south rear
guards still remained on the ridge east of the river, but these fell back after
a short while in face of enemy attacks.

were
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The 65th Infantry Division, v/hich arrived as reserves for I6th Panzer
Division, was used to construct positions "behind the Sangro between the coast
and the spurs of the Maijella mountain range.

4) Up to the Bernhard (winter) line

The principal object of further movements after the abandonment of the

"Volturno line was to gain time to consolidate the Bernhard line and thereby
fight "cheaply", i.e, to inflict as heavy losses as possible on the enemy,
whilst at the same time making economic use of German troops, most of v/hom were
to be sent immediately into the main defence line again without the prospect
of more than moderate reinforcement. Thus, the main binrden of the fighting
during the ensuing period vrould have to be borne by the artillery and engineers,
Y/hilst the infantry would be used sparingly, in deep echelon or leap-frogging,
to ensure that the other two units would have enough time to carry out their
tasks,
west of the "Volturno and on the broad sectors held by divisions of LXX"VI Panzer

Corps, v/here observation Tra.s more difficult, infantry had also to bo brought up
in greater strength.

This applied particularly in the southern sector, whilst in the area

NumerousThe terrain v/as not unfavourable for this kind of defence,

mountain peaks and rocl<y ridges, which provided good observation points, cotint-
less watercourses and small canals offered every opportunity for short-term

defence,

have soon infiltrated into the deep gorges behind the German fronts
German tactics were assisted by rain.

Long-term defence v/as not feasible, hov/evor, as the enemy vrould
These

(a) 111 Panzer Corps;

The enemy forces facing 15th Panzer Grenadier Division and the right Yang
The Agnenaof the "Hermann Goering" Division were slow to begin follovang up.

Nuova canal and its northern branches made all movements difficult and small

rearguards were adequate to provide cover,
the greatest pressure, and had worked its way forward to the line ivbntanaro -
Calvi Risorta - Rochetta by 24 October. The 7th Armoured Division and the
46th Division had also made contact in this area. On 29 October fresh attacks
were launched which apparently had M. Massico and M, S, Croce as their objectives.
Our rearguards were still only v/oak; detachments of increasing strength Y/ere
vdthdravm from 15th Panzer Grenadier Division to consolidate the Bernhard line

and the "Hermann Goering" Division had to concentrate on the left vdng.
this Yvay stronger resistance could be put up at first, but not against the
concentrated attack by the 3'British divisions which soon developedj 46th
Division Y/as identified to the south adjoining 56th Division v/ith 7th Armoured

On 51 October Cascano, Teano and on the coast Mondra-

The 56th British Division exerted

In

Division on the coast,

gone vYcre lost.

The enemy folloY/ed up closely along the v/hole front betYveen the coast and
Route 6 and by outflanking attacks on both sides Wcus able to take M, Massico
and M. S. Croce v/ithout much difficulty. By 4 November enemy patrols had
reached the Garigliano and the southern slopes of M. Camino respectively all
along the front.

Hermann Goering" (left flank) and 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division

The 3rd U.S. Division had immediately continued its mopping-up operations
in the hills east of Route 6 and reached their north-Y/estern slopes by about
28 October, It then slowly Y/orked its way forv/ard to the Mignano Pass.
The 29th Panzer Grenadier Regiment also had to fight hard against strong units
of 34th U.S. Division pushing forward tewards the bridge at Dragoni. The
bridge vro.s blovra up in time, but several,enemy battalions had already crossed
the river south of Dragoni during the night I8/I9 October. Prosh attacks

/were
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Only slight opposition v/asv/ore launched cast of the river on 20 October,

encountered, as the Viebig battle group had rejoined its division and only the
remnants of the 26th Panxer reconnaissance unit could be left in the area.

In addition, the 3i’d Panzer Grenadier revision had been able to bring only
part of one regiment over the river. Hard fighting for S, Angelo d’Alife and
Raviscanina continued until both places were evacuated during the night 23/24
October.
German forces \d.thdrew behind the R. Lete on 28 October.

Ca.priati a Volturno and the surrounding heights during the period from 1 -3
November,

The American advance to the west vras held up again, and finally
The enemy reached

Surprising the 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division, enemy troops crossed over
from the eastern side of the Volturno during the nights 2 and 3 November and

pushed northwards along the river valley from the Sosto Campano area (below
M. Cesima), Advanced detachments of the German main position based on the
height were routed,
reached Venafro and Pozzilli on 4 November.

At the same time the 34th U,S, Division made a crossing south of

Roccaravindola,

valley difficult to defend owing to impeded observation.
German battle outposts in this area, but on the other hand the ground was
thickly sown v/ith mines. These caused most of the casualties when the enemy
worked his vra.y up the slopes of the German Bernhard position.

Ibrther units of 45th U, S. Division followed up and

The river v/as fordable at any point in this area and the
There were only

(b) EXXVI Panzer Corps;

After the withdrawals carried out up to 18 October a comparative lull set
as far as could be ascertained from the meagre results ofin on this front;

radio interception and aerial reconnaissance, the British Sight Army was re
grouping and preparing for a fresh attack.

On the 26th Panzer Division sector the attack opened all along the front
on the morning of 23 October, the enemy concentratixig at Colledanchise and
Casalciprano. The 1st Canadian Division succeeded in breaking in and extended
their penetrations even though German tanks were sent in against them, ̂ The
right v/ing repulsed the attack. In the evening the 26th Panzer Division
vdthdrew 2 - 4 km to a foot-hill position, leaving rearguards on the main road.

On 26 October the 29th Panzer Grenadier livision was also compelled to
withdraw its right wing to Duronia in face of strong Canadian attacks, ̂ d^ ^
this necessitated a further withdrawal by the left wing of 26th Panzer Division,
The enemy followed up slowly, held up by the flexible and well-directed
artillery fire of both divisions.

On 31 October the 5th British Division, v/hich had just appe^ed^in the
launched heavy attacks on the right flank of 26th Panzer Division,area,

Gallo Matese was lost.

On the centre of the front Prosolone was held on  1 and 2 November, as was
1/Ionterudni on the right v/ing, against which the enencr made unsuccessidl attacks
throughout the day.

On the 29th Panzer

activity to patrols.

Grenadier Division sector the Canadians limited their
The division began to vlthdraw units.

Ov/ing to the influence of fighting in progress further south, both
divisions were withdravm leaving strong rearguards behind on the evening of

sector in the
The 26th Panzer Hvision was2 N

29th Ifenzer Grenadier Division was to become Army Group
last units also withdrew over the Volturno after

ovember,
Bernhard lino and the

On 5 November thereserve.

/carrying
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carrying out all the demolitions \^hich had been prepared,
ments of the 13 British Corps follovired up and reached the heights east of
the Volturno,

Mvanced detach-

Idghting in the northern sector of LKXVI Panzer Corps had been much
heavier during this period,
where the particularly battle-experienced 78th Division of the 3 British
Corps launched an attack against 16th Panzer Division on the Trigno sector.
A surprise attack on the night of 23/24 October aimed at capturing the coastal-
road bridge intact was unsuccessful and it v/as blovm up just in time,
ever, small groups quickly made their way across the shallov/ but heavily-rained
river and formed a small bridgehead which v/as filled up by larger units on the
follov/ing day,
head during the days that followed v/as frustrated.

The point of concentration lay on the coast,

How-

In spite of this, every enemy attempt to expand the bridge-

Meanwiiile the 8th Indian Division had moved up against 1st Paratroop
Division■rearguards in the south and by 27 October had reached the river bank
at the heights at and north of Montefalcone after fighting \7hich lasted
several days.

The engineers units of the Paratroop division had made good use of the
lull by destroying the road network,
ments difficult,
combined attack over the Trigno before the night of 2/3 November,
been expected, the attack v/as concentrated on the coast and west and north
of Montefalcone.
forces at both places; on the coast the attack was also supported by war
ships, not to mention the co-operation of strong air forces in both sectors
of attack, whilst the Germans could send up only about a dozen bombers
occasionally.

Moreover, rain made all eneniy move-
Por these reasons the tvro divisions did not launch a

As had

The enemy had considerably superior tank and artillery

Throughout the day bitter fighting for S. Salvo and the adjoining ridge
took place against enemy forces which were being continually reinforced.
The advancing enemy was forced down from the heights by a number of energetic
counter-attacks and the Panzer Grenadiers fell back behind the canal during
the night,
superiority became more and more noticeable,
the area up to Oupello had to be relinquished to the enemy.

On the southern sector several attacks at Tufillo by 8th Indian Division
carried out between 2 and 4 November were repulsed by the paratroops with
heavy enemy losses, Pollov^ing developments on the coast, the gallant
defenders were withdrawn during the night 4/5 November.

The fighting continued there at the same pitch, but the enemy
On the evening of 5 November

Further vathdrawals over the Sangro were covered by small rearguards and
The 78th British Division reached the bankscarried out without difficulty,

of the Sangro by about 9 November and the 8th Indian Division a few days
later.

The I6th Panzer Division was brought back through the 65th Infantry
it had fully proved itself as a

The 1st Paratroop
Division and soon moved away to the east;
fighting unit in three particularly arduous battles.
Division took over the sector south of 65th Infantry Division and strong
units remained east of the Sangro for some time in the mountains south-east
of Casoli.

5) Pinal Observations:

The task of the Tenth Arny, namely to enable the Bernhard (winter)
position, the first line chosen for long-term defence, to be constinicted by
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at least 1 November, was now accomplished. Army H.Q, had repeatedly consider
ed the possibility of concentrating all its force for a surprise counter-attack
against one of the two enemy armies instead of retreating along the whole front
at an oven pace. This could have been done, for example, virhilst the British

Eighth AriiQr was still not grouped in readiness for an attack or in the middle

of November as it was finally approaching the Sangro, Apart from the practical
results, this would have had a great moral effect on both German and enen^r
troops and their leaders. Although C,-in-C,, South and OM agreed to these
solutions in principle, such plans Y/ere frusti-ated by the fact that it was not
possible to obtain the requisite temporary aircraft reinforcements, especially
as regards fighters, Yfithout these any attack v/ould soon break down in face
of mass operations by the Allied Air Forces,

In the subsequent unavoidable "delaying action" the 7 divisions of the
Tenth Army fought v/ith distinction and adapted themselves with ever-increasing
skill to the difficulties of this type of fighting in spite of the fact that
they vrere constantly in action and the discouraging thought that ho\7ever
successful their operations might be they would still laave to keep falling back.
Now, lacking experience in this type of fighting and v/;Lthout the necessary
equipment, they had to prepare themselves quickly for the demands of stubborn

defensive operations in the mountains.

E

The Battles for the Bernhard (Winter) Fosition

I. i) Construction of the posi-W-on:

At the end of September 1943 Pield-ifershal Eessclring ordered a special
constructional staff under General Bessel to build a fortified position,

was to follow the general line Garigliano - Mignano - course of the Voltumo -

Maijella massif - Sangro, being strongest below the Gassino valley, on the
Garigliano, at the southern spurs of the Maijella range and on the Adriatic

plain,
depth which would allow possible enemy penetrations to be sealed off,
intermediate lines were planned betvreen Mgnano and Gassino, as in view of the
grouping of eneny forces, the main attacks were still to be expected in this

For this reason the construction of a second main position on both
This ran from Castelforte on the

It

It was not to be a single line, but a system of positions organised i

area,

sides of Gassino was soon taken in hand,

n
Several

slopes west of the Garigliani to the valley north of the Liri belxLnd the

Garigliani, through the tovm of Cassino, along the lYapido and linked up ?ri.th
The advanced line, which the Americans called

(Bernhard) position and the second line
the first line west of Colli,

the "Tvinter line", was designated the B
running through Cassino the G (Gustav) position.

South ordered the construction of coastal defence

Work on defences from Gaeta to Terracina

Unfortunately, the 94th Infantry

A little later G. -in-C

positions to protect the flanks,
(excluding tovm) was to be speeded up.
Division vra-s allotted this task and construction battalions were vd.thdravm from

the Mignano strong-point sector, which delayed even more the completion of
positions under construction there, IVEoreover, work on the Ivl, Cesima massif
(between Routes 6 and 85) which was to be an advanced bastion, could no longer
be carried out as extensively as had been planned.

• I

In preparing coastal defences on the right vdng, the Lago di Fondi was
dammed and the plain extending to the railway south of Fondi and the canal
leading to Fondi from the south was flooded (as was done everywhere later)
with fresh water to avoid impairing its future use for agriculture.
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A little later positions of this type were created on the Adriatic coast
by special coastal defence units.

The construction of the Bernhard position is fully explained in General
Bessel's report, which is to be found in the files of Historioal Division
IB/D 013. It is sufficient to note here that all aspects of the position were
surveyed by officers detached from all branches of divisions v/hich were latei"*
to fight there. Lack of engineers and materials delayed construction, and
when the positions v/ere occupied at the beginning of November at best 50%, butin general only 25% of the planned installations had been completed.

The use of forced civilian labour in Tenth Army command area v/as strictly
forbidden by agreement with C.-in-C., South. On the other hand, the enlist
ment of voluntary workers, v/ho received high wages (tobacco and food bonuses),
foi- the construction of positions in the rear of the Army command area was
carried out v/ith great success. The Church, mayors, etc, supported recruit
ing for this type of work, v/hich later assinned very large proportions in
northern Italy.

The construction battalions made available by the Italian government
received the same bonuses and were treated with such skill for which especial
credit is due to General Bessel and his staff, that even during the retreat
to the Apennines oases of desertion were relatively slight.

To prevent unnecessary casualties amongst the civilian population,
5 km wide in front of and behind positions was evacuated by the Italian
authorities, the German Army supplying the transport,
at once that valuable art treasures and libraries v/ere also moved to safer
places by order of Ileld-Mirshal Kesselring and were taken care of later by a
special Art Commission, Thus the treasures of Gassino monastery, for example,
were moved to the Vatican by German Paratroops and handed over the Holy See
in solemn audience. It was therefore somev/hat peculiar v/hen an exhibition of
fine art, "stolen" by the Germans., the highlight of which was the Cassino
monastery ti'easurer^ was recently opened in Rome.

a zone

It should be mentioned

To save the famous monastery itself from destruction, Pield-lfershal
Kesselring issued an order to the effect that no German soldier was to enter
it and that no defeiv^es were to be set up in or around the monastery. This
was strictly enforced and the Vatican was notified of the order.

At first the occupants refused to leave, but later, when the monastery
was bombarded and they had to evacuate, Anny H. Q. tried in vain to arrange a
short cease-fire for the purpose. Led by their old abbot, the monks and the
women and children of Cassino v/ho had fled to them had to go dovm. the steep
path under enemy artillery fire, and casualties, although fortunately only
slight, T/ere caused,

2) Deployment of German forces:

Tenth Army H, Q. in JVlassa d' Albe ncjrth of Avezzano. General Lemelsen
took over command of the Tenth Army from 6 November to 28 December when the
C.-in-C. fell ill.
General yon Senger und Etterlin instead of General Hube, who had been nomin
ated Army Commander in the East, had the follov/ing in the smaller southern
sector:

XXV Panzer Corps, whose staff had been taken over by

94th Infantry Division,
15th Panzer Grenadier Division,
3rd Panzer Grenadier Division and the Corvin battle group
of "Hermann Guering" Division.

/LXXVI
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LXXVI Panzer Corps in the northern sector iivlth the follo\Tdng:

26th Panzer Division,
305th Infantry Division,
1st Paratroop Division,
65th Infantry Division.

The houndary line ran approximately north of Venafro - Avezzano,
was moved further north to the Castel di Sangro area after XIV Corps had also
taken over the 2|4th and 305th Infantry Divisions.

In general, the divisions had to use all their infantry battalions at
the front, their reserves consisting usually of the reconnaissance unit or one
battalion,

as reserve,

attacks, withdrev/ forces, generally whole divisions, from quieter sectors to
strengthen the threatened front.

Division (minus the Corvin battle gi'oup) in the Prosinone area and 29th Panzer
Grenadier Division, temporarily at Velletri south of Rome, as reserves and for
coastal defence.

later

Even Corps H, Q. s could not detail more than one battalion at most

Army H. Q. had no reserve, but ?irhen compelled by heavy eneny

Army Group had detailed the "Hermann Goerin

it

g

The troops had absolutely no experience of mountain warfare and did not

Moreover, much of the equipment
Special training courses for suit-

know how to build positions on such terrain,
required for this work was not available,

able instructor personnel with engineer battalions v/ere necessary.

l/inter clothing and equipment were also very scarce, partly due to trans
port reasons and partly because OKH adimLnisxration was slow to grasp the fact
that these were necessary in "sunny" Italy, Supplies had to be carried by
mules etc,, and C.-in-C., South successfully effected this change in a
relatively short time. Special arrangements had also to be made for the

removal of wounded. These questions are dealt -with in detail in the special
chapter entitled "The Supply Situation".

3) Relative Strengths of the Opposing Forces

5 German divisions with another two in reserve faced the American Fifth

Ariay with 8 divisions, of which 3 were in reserve, on fronts of equal length.
The Eighth Army v/ith 5 divisions was opposed by  2 German divisions.

It should be noted that German Infantry and Panzer Grenadier Divisions

had only 6 infantry battalions compared with 9 infantry battalions in Allied
divisions.

a battle strengthBattalion establishments were also considerably lower;
of 300-400 men was considered good and was seldom attained, replacements were
limited and were usually insufficient to replenish losses,

to loss of weapons of all types.
This also applied

Artillery reinforcements, including 2 smoke regiments, had arrived, but
in spite of this Allied artillery superiority, particularly as regards ammuni
tion supplies, continued to be very great.

Armoured inferiority was of no consequence in the mountains, but was by
coirparison all the more noticeable in the broad tracts of land on the Adriatic
coast which were especially suitable for the use of tanks.

Later, when the American Fifth Army was able to make full use of its tanks,
the Gormans considered a ratio of 1 - 10 quite favotirable, i, c. they hoped that
with the aid of defensive weapons an armoured breakthrough could be prevented,
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The fewThe Allies still maintained their superiority in the air,
German aircraft available were unable to show themselves in the front-line

It was therefore impossiblearea except at night or when visibility v;as poor,
to carry out any troop movements on the battlefield or in the rear by day, and
this proved a serious disadvantage when reserves had to be brought up.
other hand, supplies v/erc never prevented from reaching the front,
adso had to be brought along a few, easily-located roads and through well-lcnown

,  just the same as large-scale movements of reserves, for example, from
the Adriatic to Gassino, the Germans could never ixndorstand why the otherwise
excellently directed Allied Air Forces did not have more success in this
respect,
strain on dan.vers, but on the other hand losses due to enemy air activity were
of no great consequence.

On the

As these

passes

Night movements along narrow mountain roads were certainly a great

Absolute defencelessness against the Allied Air Forces had a particularly
demoralising effect on troops, although they could deal with superiority on
the ground provided the terrain were favoiorable.

In conclusion it should be mentioned that most Gennan divisions could

never be placed in reserve for a rest and re-equipment,
divisions,
this puorpose, they usually had to be sent back to another sector of the front
within a few days.

If any of the main
the Panzer or Panzer Grenadier divisions, were ivithdravm fore.g.

II. 1) The Xrv Corps sector from Mignano to Venafro

(a) Shortly after the withdrawal from M,S. Croce the 56th British Division
laionched a strong attack from the south on the left v/ing of 15th Panzer

This was supported by the Jrd U. S. Division
After the outpost positions

the southern slope at and west of S. Clemente v/ere captured, the real attack
started on the afternoon of 6 November; it was not to reach M, Camino. The

battle surged to and fro on the southern slope in several days of hard fight-
The British Guards made small gains and the German Panzer Grenadiers

Even British reinforcements which

had been brought up could achieve only temporary successes,
eastern flank v/as held against strong attacks by the 3rd U. S. Division.

On 12 November the enemy ceased attacking and withdrew to his■jumping-off
positions during the days that followed. The brave defenders of the bare,
unsheltered movintain suffered great hardships, having only thin summer uniforms
to protect them against the cold, wet November weather, vidthout relief or
adequate supplies, but in spite of this they had scored an absolute defensive
victory. The 15th Panzer Grenadier Division had once more lived up to its
reputation as a tough and reliable unit,

(b) The fighting on the other side of the Iitignano Pass, however, on the
sectors held by the 3rd Grenadier Division and the Gorvin battle group, which
had already suffered heavy losses at the hands of the 3rd U, S. and 3‘4-th U. 3,
Divisions, took a turn for the v/orse. During the night 5/6 November one
regiment of the 3rd U. S. Division made a frontal attack in the pass on the
long bare ridge of li, Lungo and the peak of the commanding Hill 1170, A
second attacking force, by-passing the hill through the Volturno valley, moved
forv^ard on 1, Rotondo from Rocca Pipirozzi, Both attacks were repulsed by
alert defending forces.

The attacks, supported by an extremely heavy artillery concentration,
were repeated on the foggy moming of 8 November and ^vere successful this time.

The eastern attacking force, by-passing M. Cesima to the north, broke
through to and captured M. Rotondo. At the same time the south-eastern

/promontory

Grenadier Division at M. Camino.
with a flank attack on Point 960 from Caspoli,
on

mg.
carried out successful counter-attacks.

Similarly, the
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promontory of 1, Lungo fell into enemy hands and contact with J/i. Rotondo was
established. Counter-attacks were unavailing and the eneir^y held on to his
gains. The troops defending ii. Cesima were threatened with encirclement. A
counter-attack from the north to re-establish contact vd-th J/i, Gesima by a

Paratroop battalion brought up by C. -in-C. South in viev/ of this threat broke
(This unit was to have formeddovm after heavy losses had been sustained,

the core of a new Paratroop division).

However, the troops defending the mountain succeeded in breaking through
to M. Lungo.

With the loss of M, Cesima and M. Rotondo important strong-points in the
defence of the northern, wing of the llignano Pass' had fallen into enemy hands
and M, Camino was also outflanked. M. Camino, M. Lungo and the S. Pietro

heights were now the last strong-points blocking the 'way into the Liri valley.

(c) Fighting also continued on the left wing of the 3i:’d Panzer Grenadier
Eivision after the vd.nter position had been reached. On 5 and 6 November,^
whilst the troops were still settling in, the A5th U, S, and 34'th U, S, Divisions
moved forward from Venafro and to the north on the heights on both sides of
Conca Casalo and through Pozzilli to the north,
of 33^d Panzer Grenadier Division were unable to offer effective resistance.
The 26th Panzer Division in the adjoining sector to the north had to be taken
out of its positions to restore the situation. Only the reconnaissance unit,
the constjTuction battalion and one artillery battery v/ere left behind to hold

the position, w-hilst the Panzer regiment, v/hich could not be used in this
sector, was sent off to the Cassino valley. Held up by newly-fallen snov/ and
ice-covered roads the 9'th Panzer Grenadier Regiment, the advance detachment of

the division, was sent in to counter-attack from Pilignano through Valle
immediately after it arrived on 6 November. The enemy attacked from this
direction at the same time and the regiment was forced to carry out hard^
defensive actions at both places until the divisional commander ordered it to
fall back on the evening of 8 November and rejoins the division, T/hich had
meanwhile moved up tlirough S. Elia, A counter-attack carried out by the
67th Panzer Grenadier Regiment during the night 8/9 November broke dovm after
heavy losses J'lad been sustained. Troops lacked experience in mountain v/ar-
fare and the necessary equipment and the artillery had also not yet accustomed
itself to the unusual conditions.

The vddely-dispersed units

Fortunately this situation was improved during the ensuing 3“day lull,
The next enemy attack onand artillery reinforcements arrived too.

12 November made little progress, German counter-attacks were successful and
German artillery slovdy gained the upper hand and broke up f'urther enemy
assaults, mostly whilst troops were still being assembled.

Enemy gainsThus a comparative lull had set in on this sector as v/cll,
constituted no great threat and every step forv/ard into the mountainous
terrain merely increased his difficulties.

On 22 November the 26th I^nzer Division was relieved by the 44th Infantry
Division, which had been brought down from northern Italy, and was sent off to
the Adriatic sector to LXXVI Panzer Corps on 25 November,

JJXVl Panzer Corps on the Sangro and Moro2)

Prefatorj^

the battle are available. The
Only the 26th Panzer Division reports on

author saw the 65th Division position in October before fighting started, but
was then on sick leave in Germany. The report is based iminly on the British
description. Extracts from the study written for the Canadian Army by

/General
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General Wentzoll, formerly Chief of Staff of Tenth Army H.Q. have also heon
used. A copy of this report can he found in the archives of the Historical
Division,

(a) The_ 63th Infantry Division Defence Position

The terrain on the Adriatic coast v/est of the Sangro was not so advant
ageous for defence as it may have appeared at first. With its numerous long
undulations extending from the coast to the Maijella mountains, it resembled a
sea transfigured in a high wind. As the highest undulation stretched west of
the Sangro in a general line on and in front of the Ortona - Guadiagrele road,
there were indeed good artillery observation points hero and on the heights at
Casoli as far as long-range vision v/as concerned, but as the numerous smaller

undulations in front of them could be only partially observed a skilful enemy
could approach unseen by using dead ground (small valleys and ravines).

The main infantry defence position was based on the ridge on and in front
of the Possacesia - Castell Prentano road with defence in depth back to the
mountains,

battle outposts had been set up at the most favourable defence points right
dovm to the Sangro, particularly in the S. Eusanio - Casoli area,

sector was too long for a continuous defence line, groups of battalion strength
were formed to hold certain points and the undefended areas covered by machine-
guns on their flanks,
attacks in any strength were not expected away from the road.

The northern Td.ng was the strongest as regards terrain. Strong

As the

The slope to the position rose so steeply that armoured

It was particularly difficult to choose the most suitable positions for
the installation of strong-points for infantry and advanced artillery
observers. The foremost edge of the broad ridge afforded good observation
of the Sangro valley, but as there was not much scrub on the slope it could
be just as easily observed by enemy spotters and could therefore expect the
full v/eight of observed enemy artillery fire. The reverse slope provided
more protection for the troops, but was of no use for observation, except for
the previously mentioned observation position in the rear. However, the foot
of the steep slope in front of the position could not be observed from this
point and for this reason enemy troops could have worked their Yro.y up to the
main position practically undisturbed.

The division, v/hich had no previous battle experience, decided to put the
strong-points on the foremost slope and the main dugouts on the edge of the
reverse slope. The ground there was not very firm and there was considerable
danger of dugout entrances being blocked by shell or bomb hits. The strong-
points were not far av/ay, but the ground to be covered to reach them would be
under the heaviest enemy fire during an attack.

At the end of October the author discussed his criticism of this type of

lay-out T/ith the divisional commander v/hen he inspected the positions, which
were already well on the Y7ay towards completion. As it was too late for a
basic alteration of the defence system, orders vraro issued to the effect that

the forward positions were not to be manned too strongly and that as many
strong-points as possible vrore to be set up further back in the position,

(b) Course of the Battle

The deployment of enemy forces remained uncertain for some time, but it
learnt from brisk patrol activity immediately in front of the position

and from other indications that an attack on 65th Division was imminent,

main effort was again expected on the coastal sector together with operations,
at any rate artillery fire, from the sea. No attacks of any consequence were
expected in the mountains at this time of year.
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Araiy H.Q. had no reserves at the time to reinforce 65th Division as all
available forces were still held dofm by fighting at Mignano and to the north.
It could merely speed up the relief of 26th Panzer Division as much as possible.
C,-in-G., South had only 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, v/hich had been brought
across from Sardinia and re-organised, at his disposal, but this could not yet
be regarded as sound. The "Hermann Goering" and 29th Panzer Grenadier
Divisions were the last reserves for the Cassino sector and could not be spared
yet. Thus, 90th Panzer Grenadier Division had to be sent dovm from northern
Italy to the Adriatic in forced marches; fighting was already in progress v^rhcn
it arrived in the battle area.

After patrol clashes of increasing violence, strong units of 5 British
Corps on the coastal sector started to move over the Sangro and form bridge
heads on about I9 November,

of rain brought about a short lull, then troops crossed the Sangro further
south. Severe air attacks, which caused heavy damage to positions, indicated
that the main attack was imminent.

\
Air attacks and artillery fire intensified during the days tliat follov/ed.

y/hen the main attack by two divisions v/as laiuiched against the left wing of
65th Division on 27 November sizeable losses Ivid already been sustained and
many strong-points and dugouts destroyed or badly damaged. The first objec
tive was Ifcizzagrogna, v/hich was lost after heavy fighting during the night
27/28 November. The town was retaken in a counter-attack, in which a few
tanks of 26th Panzer Division participated, but v;as finally secured by 8th
Indian Division after a fresh attack during the following night. The 78th
Division launched its attack at the same time and had taken S, Maria by the
afternoon, • Thus two key points in the position fell on 29 November and the
ridge had been scaled at a commanding place. There was no longer any 65th
Division reserves available in this sector.

Counter-attacks were unsuccessfiiL. Heavy falls

Fortunately the first imits of 26th Panzer and 90th Panzer Grenadier
Divisions arrived at this critical moment and units of 1st Paratroop Division
v/ere being released from the mountainous area around Hi vis ondoli.
divisions came just in time to prevent the threatened breaktlu'ough,
battle group, consisting of 90th Panzer Grenadier Division infantry and 26th
Panzer Division armour, was sent in immediately to retake Mozzagrogna, but the
counter-attack broke down after heavy losses had been sustained,

employment of units of 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, which were arriving in
separate groups, was rendered more difficult by the fact that not only the
former commander of this sector, the C.O. of 65th division, but also the
Senior Staff Officer of 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, who had arrived early
to establish contact v/ith him, wore both seriously v/ounded one shortly after
the other,
course of the battle.

The two

The firs

Co-ordinate

This inevitably caused difficulties which influenced the further

t

d

30 November the whole of the position from S. Maria to the coast was

in eneiry hands,

sector, which was reached on 4 December after minor actions, but the advance
was brought to a standstill there by strong defensive activity on the part of
90th Panzer Grenadier Division, which had meanwhile occupied the position.
The Indians had also extended their sector, occupying the area around Lanciano.

At the same time 2nd Now Zealand Division, operating a little further to

the south, reached the evacuated town of Casoli and the heights on both sides
of Castel Frentana vd-thout encountering much opposition. Thus the last part
of the 65th Division position v/as taken and the division itself badly weakened.

The 9th Panzer Grenadier Regiment, reinforced by the 2nd battalion of

1st Paratroop Regiment, occupied the new defence line behind the Mbro from the

/right

On 1 December 78th Division began to move forward on the Moro
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right wing south of Guardiagrele to a point north of Eusanio. No fighting
of any consequence developed, and the unit fell back slowly maintaining
contact with 65th Division. On 29 November the rest of 26th Panzer Division
and its divisional staff arrived. The i^th Mountain Battalion, recently
attached to the division, took up defensive positions on the northern edge of
the J/iaijella hills on the steep height south-east of Pennapiedemonte and 67th
Panzer Grendadier Regiment north of 9th Regiment on both sides of Prisa to
receive the remnants of 65th Division, The 90th Panzer Grenadier Division

hold the adjoining sector to the north as far as the coast.

The heavy fighting for CH'sogna began diiring the night 2/3 December.
New Zealand troops made a penetration at first but v/ere driven out again with
heavy losses in tanks and prisoners by 26th Reconnaissance Unit. Many more
attacks vdth fresh troops v;ere made until the middle of December, but they v/cre
all repulsed in the same v/ay.

For the first time since the Sangro battle opened an important defensive
success of some permanence had. been scored and enerry breakthrough attempts at
a decisive point brought to a standstill.

The remnants of 65th Division were assembled in the rear and sent in on

the less-threatened right v/ing of 26th Panzer Division which took over the

central section of the front to a point south of Canosa.

Units of 1st Paratroop Division took up positions in and south of Ortona

in support of 90th Panzer Grenadier Division.

On 8 December fresh troops, 1st Canadian Division, launched an attack on

A bridgehead was formed in face of stiff opposition and
On advancing further, however, the enemy troops encoun-

the coast,

S. Leonardo entered,
tered such determined resistance by the paratroops that they suffered very
heavy losses in day-long battles without gaining any ground,
hand penetrations were made further south on 90'th Panzer Grenadier Division
front, forcing LXZVI Corps to bring up the 26th Panzer Division reserves for
counter-attacks and to move the boundary between the two divisions further

Moreover, the front in the sector north of Orsogna to the coast had

On the other

north,
to be withdrawn behind the road.

The battle for Crtona became particularly bitter at Christmas time.
After severe house-to-house fighting the paratroops were eventually forced to
relinquish the tcr/m to the Canadians,
however, that they did not follow up.
Villa Grande followed a similar course.

Effective use of artillery by the LXXVE Panzer Corps played a particu
larly meritorious part in the success of the defensive battles.

The eneny suffered such heavy losses
The last action of this battle at

standstill at the end of December,The enemy offensive finally came to a
German losses were heavy, but the troops felt with pride that the enemy had
been prevented from reaching his objective (Pescara) and from effecting
strategic break through.

a

(c) Final observations:

In retrospect the follovang points are apparent:

regards the Germans 90th Panzer Grenadier Division was not brought
This might also apply to A4th Infantry Division in

,  Enemy intentions were fairly clear by
If the divisions had arrived axid gone into

/action

As

up quickly enough,
relieving 26th Panzer Division,
10 November at the latest.
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action earlier many difficulties and losses could have been avoided on the
battlefield.

As regards the enemy, two divisions wore inadequate for a decisive break
There was no likelihood of German counter-attacks from the Maijellathrough,

hills and moderate covering forces in front of the Alfedena Pass v/ould have been
sufficient.
German flank attack from the northern edge of the laijella had been attempted,
as had actually been planned at one time, there v/ould have been little prospect
of success against the 5 divisions of the British Eighth Army,
German Command had the impression that the initial success was not exploited
with sufficient impetus and that the forces at the front were inadequate.
Experience has shorn that the objective of an offensive can be attained more
easily if the immediately opposing forces are completely routed and deprived
of their arillery at the outset by energetic attack and fluid advance,
success of the whole offensive depends on an advance of sufficient depth being
made in the first few days, thereby causing a wide breach in the front,
this case reserves cannot link up with strong-points or v/ith remnants of ixnits
holding the front in the first instance,
more difficult to close.

If aThese might have been provided by the American Pifth Army,

Moreover, the

The

In

A gap of tMs type, therefore, is

The new main defence position in this sector of the BernlTiard line was set
up directly north of the present front extending in depth to Chieti,
whole civilian population of the district had gathered in Chieti it was declared
a hospital centre and apart from hospitals was not occupied by troops nor includ
ed in the defence system.

The Adriatic sector of this position was never manned as no fighting of any
consequence took place on this wing up to the time it was withdrawn in June 19^44.'
This fact enabled the German Command to withdraw forces from the left vidng of the
Tenth Army for use at crucial points along the front. The newly-formed and un
tried 334th Infantry Division was put into this sector to gain experience, releas
ing units of 65th Infantry Division still there.

The young troops of 334th Division, under their excellent commander
General Boelke, v/ere broken into battle conditions by numerous raids and later
became one of the best fighting units. After being brought up to strength
65th Infantry Division and particularly 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, under
its energetic now commander Colonel Bade, adequately proved themselves in later
battles.

Owing to the nature of the terrain and weather conditions, no fighting of
any importance took place on the central sector of the front (l/iaijella mountains).
Thus, in this sector too, more and more units from battalion strength upwards
could be used on other sectors, either by the indirect methods of regrouping or
by direct allocation. The Pescara - Popili - Avezzano - Sora - Acre road was
the main route for all movements in the Bernhard  - Gustav position and, in the
view of the Germn coraraand, the Allied Air Forces did not make sufficient
allowance for this fact.

The German command could not deply its forces correctly on every occasion
it lacked the necessary clear picture of the enemy situation,

of signals intelligence in the enemy rear proved an ever-increasing disadvant
age, Generally the German command Y/as able to identify enemy units and use
this information as a basis for decisions only v/hen they Yvere in or near the

More detailed intelligence was obtained only in special cases,

Italy being an Axis partner, Hitler forbade the establishment of an intelli
gence service before the oan5>aign began, Yi/hen the campaign started, therefore,
there was no counter-intelligence at all on the Italian mainland, ^ For this
reason no intelligence services could be left behind during the withdrawal,

/information

As the

The absenceas

front line.
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Information was usually obtained only from wireless interception, occasional
deserters and refugees, whose reliability was very questionable,
cases unit insignia on vehicles provided the only source of information.

The Allied command, on the other hand, was continually receiving informa
tion from the Italian authorities up to the highest level as v/ell as from
their own services,

harbours, airfields, roads and positions, v/hilst this advantage vra.s as good
as lost to the German command,

and prisoners, who generally had little to say, usually arrived very late and
this resulted in practically all German movements being carried out hurriedly,
often making a piece-meal use of forces, unavoidable,

Monte Gamino

In most

Moreover, its air reconnaissance completely covered

Information derived from signals intelligence

1)

III. 1) The heavy losses it had suffered in previous battles and the con
siderable progress made by the American north of ivdgnano necessitated the
vd-thdrawal of 5rd Panzer Grenadier Division, The 29th Panzer Grenadier
Division, which v/as not vdthdrawn until the beginning of November, had to be
brought forward again into the Cassino area on 11 November and on 13 November
15th Panzer Grenadier Regiment was sent in to counter attack from S. Pietro.
The relief was completed during the noxt fe\7 days, the right wing of 29th
Panzer Grenadier Division being based on Yi, Lungo, adjoining 15th Panzer
Grenadier Division and the left vdng on the Pozzilli road, adjoining 44th
Grenadier Division (Hoch- und Deutschraeister), The latter had been re-formed
in France from the remnants of the first-class 44th Division, v/hich suffered
heavy losses at Stalingrad and was the only division to receive 3 infantry
regiments each mth 3 battalions. In Italy the division was dogged by mis
fortune, It was immediately involved in the severe Cassino battles and soon

had to be vdthdrawn by regiments after sustaining heavy losses and used on

quieter sectors of the front, Afterv/ards some regiments fought very well,
but the division as a whole, the commanders of v/hich frequently changed, could
not be brought together again for several months in spite of every effort on
the part of Corps H,Q, and Army H. and even then did not come up to standard
again.

305th Infantry Division, adjoining 44th Division to the north, formed the
left wing of XIV Panzer Corps: after becoming accustomed to battle conditions

on quieter sectors of the front it developed into  a constantly reliable,
prominent (main defence) division.

The XIV Panzer Corps concentration area on the Mlgnano sector was

characterised by the narrower divisional fronts, the presence of most of the
artillery, including that of the "Hermann Goering" Division, and by the
concentration of AA guns in the lari valley, which later had also to partici
pate frequently in the ground fighting.

(t>) Course of Operations

After prelirainiary skirmishing and local attacks south and north of the
main front V7hich naturally could not conceal the real objective, the attack
on M, Camino opened on 2 December with an artillery and air bombardment of

vmprecedented violence which lasted several days,
protected to a certain extent by fox-holes and dugouts and losses wore there

fore not heavy, they wore completely cut off from the rest of the world by
this bombardment and left entirely to their own resources; small tactical

reserves could not be moved and even irregular supply was no longer possible.

/□.though the troops were

German artillery could not cover many approaches which lay in dead
ground and its daytime activities were- greatly limited by incessant fighter-
bomber operations.
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The infaintry attack hegan during the night 2/3 December:
very skilfully as a pincer movement

it was launched

with both divisions of the 10 British Corps moving against the south
western slopes, i.e. M, Gamino itself and,

with units of the 36th U, S. Division and the 1st Special Service Force
moving against the eastern and vrestern slopes of the massif, i.e.
M, la. Difensa and M. jVhggiore.

Tho 104th Panzer Grenadier Regiment and the Armoured Reconnaissance Unit
of 15th Panzer Grenadier Division opposed this overvirhelming force, A battle-
of unusual severity and stubbornness developed. The gallant Grenadiers
defended every foot of ground and made repeated counter-attacks against the
relentlessly advancing enemy. Completely surrounded and under an incessant
and concentrated artillery bombardment, the few remaining defenders of the
towering peaks although burnt by phosphorous shells and without supplies or
reinforcements did not weevor but held out to the last man. Only one runner
came back to tell of this heroic stand.

On 9 December the virhole of the Camino massif up to the Garigliano and
M, Iife-ggiore was in enorty hands.

Only the unimportant heights of M, Porchia and M, Trocchio remained as
weak defence points to impede the enemy advance into the lari valley.

2) On the Left Y/ing of XIV Panzer Corps

Vdiilst this fighting was still in progress, strong attacks were launched
along tho whole of AA-th Division front and on the southern sector of 305th
Division front, and were apparently aimed at a penetration into the Rapido
valley from tho rear by advancing in tho direction of S, Elia and Atina and by
passing the mountains in the northern end of the Mignano pass.

Fighting v/hich broke out at the end of November and took place mainly at
Lagone and M. Pantano lasted about 10 days. Apart from a slight loss of
ground however, both divisions succeeded in holding their positions,
then set in.

3) Centro of XIV Panzer Corps Front

J/I, Lungo and S, Pietro wore held by 15th Panzer Grenadier Regiment and
the adjoining area to the north by 71st Panzer Grenadier Regiment, both units
belonging to 29th Panzer Grenadier Division. After the loss of M. J/iaggioro
its reserve, the Panzer reconnaissance unit, and the reinforced motor-cycle
company had to be sent in on the southern side of 14 Lungo with front facing
south to cover the exposed flank.

A lull

At first the enemy attack vjsls directed against both cornerstones of the
M. Sammucro v/as taken in a surprise attack at dawn on

Counter-attacks failed, but the Grenadiers succeeded in firmlyS, Pietro position.
8 December, '
holding the downward slopes of tho mountain.

An attack on M. Lungo by the first battle group of our former ally to come
up to the front was easily repulsed in spite of strong artillery support. An
American attack on S. Pietro on the same day was also unsuccessful.

During the follovdng days the stubbornly resisting Grenadiers of Il/I5th
Panzer Grenadier Regiment in S. Pietro wore repeatedly attacked frontally
and from the slopes of Sammucro, but tho enemy was driven off with heavy
losses every time.

A
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A short lull sot in.

After gaining a little ground
the enemy was once again halted, at the southern spurs of iVI, Sammucro, as -vvas a
fresh frontal attack north of I'l, Rotondo.

On 15 December the attacks were resximed.

A regiment of 36th U. S.This battle v/as to be decided at another point.
Division which had been brought up into the extended southern flank succeeded
in routing weak units of the Panzer reconnaissance unit on the southern slopes
of M, Lungo and took the height from the rear in an attack during the night
of 15/16 December, German losses were considerable.

In view of this situation, 29th Panzer Grenadier Division was forced to

decide on the evacuation of S. Pietro, which v/as nov/ deep in the pocket and
without approach roads.
M, Porchia - S. Vittore - 11, Ivialo was covered by a strong attaclc,
difficult movenxjnt was carried out without a hitch and the noir position v/as
occupied by 1 9 December,
capt'uro S. Vittore by outflanking attacks on the advanced heights to the
south and north-east.

The withdrawal to the next defence line east of

The

The enemy followed up closely and attempted to

After days of hard fighting which reached its climax
during the Christmas period after fresh enemy troops had been brought up, the
advanced heights were lost on 26 December, but li, Porchia, the toTm. of
S, Vittore itself and the adjoining heights to the north were held against
all further enemy attacks. Thus the figliting came to a temporary halt.

The 29th Panzer Grenadier Division had once again overcome a difficult
The division was now in need of a rest so that it vrould soon besituation.

It was therefore relieved by 44thavailable again as a powerful reserve.

Division which, with 9 battalions, had to enlarge the hitherto narrov7 sector
in spite of the risks entailed by tliis action.
Division remained in the sector for the time being.
General Pries, retained command until 13 January to brief the new divisional

The eneny also

Tivo battalions of 29th

The divisional command

staff, which had no experience of action on a largo scale,

er,

appeared to be relieving units.

4) lighting flared up again all along the left wing of the Corps in mid-
The 5th Mountain Division was sent into the extremely mountainousDecember,

area betvreen Pilignano and Castel S, Vincenzo, formerly the southern sector of

305th Division, to reinforce the German front,
and LXZVI Panzer Corps was transferred to this area and 305th Division joined
LXXVE Panzer Corps,

The boundary line between XIV

The 5th Mountain Division, commanded by General Ringed, an experienced
mountain fighter of World Yfar I, consisted mainly of troops accustomed to
mountain conditions, but had been in northern Russia for over 2 years, latter-

Por this reason the division had toly in the forests on the Vollchov.
gradually ro-accustom itself to mountain fighting and at first suffered
reverses at the hands of 2nd Moroccan Division, a particularly experienced and
skilful mountain vinit which had just appeared opposite the German division.

Unfortunately mountain equipment which had been stored in the rear in Russia

liad not yet arrived owing to misdirection during transportation  and the troops
had. to move into the freezing mountains Td-thout it,
Prench Expeditionary Corps (3rd Algerian Division was identified south of 2nd
Moroccan at the beginning of January) was completely equipped for moeintain
fighting.

On the other hand the

On 15 December the 6 U,S. Corps resumed its attack on a broad front
on both sides of the Casale - S, Elia and Cardito  - Atina roads, but had no
appreciable success luitil S. Pietro was evacuated and the German front pushed
back slightly. The enemy followed up immediately and made repeated attempts

/to
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to ’break into the position until the end of the year, ’but made only slight
gains in face of effective defence.

5) Remarks;

After the commanding heights on "both sides of the MLgnano Pass were lost
and the su'bsequent vd.thdrawal carried out, the important central section of

the Bernhard position fell to the enemy, whilst the right v/ing ’behind the
Garigliano and the whole of the northern sector from the southern spurs of the
Maijella hills to the Adriatic remained in German hands,
were held together by the hastily consolidated advanced positions of the
Gustav line; further fighting in this sector was therefore described by the
Germans as the "Cassino battles".

These two sectors

The German command was av/are that it would no longer bo able to carry
out the same stubborn defence as before in the terrain betv/oen these advanced

positions and the Garigliano and Rapido rivers,
carried out again with the sole objective of gaining time for the completion
of the Gustav line and its reserve position, the Senger switch-line,
crossed the Liri valley at Aquino - Pontecorvo and ran north past Terracina,
but ov/ing to lack of construction units its central section in the mountains

never advanced beyond insignificant beginnings.

A delaying action y/as to be

This

Furthermore, iinnecessary losses had to be avoided so that the Gustav line
could be adequately manned,
the same time more reserves had to be obtained for oommand and various units

relieved.

AtUnfortunately this aim was not achieved.

The 305th dvision was to relieve 1st Paratroop Division in the kiaijella

group, which in turn v/as to relieve 26th Panzer and 90th Panzer Grenadier
Divisions on the Adriatic plain.

January,

This movement lasted until the middle of

A detailed report on 26th Panzer Division operations by the Senior General
Staff officer at that time, Douglas, Count von Bernstorff, is to be found in
the records.

P

The Cassino Battles

1) Northern Sector:I.

The new attack which opened during the night of 3/4- January was launched
against the left wing of 44th Division and had the capture of M, laio and the
other mountains in this area as its objective. After a fluctuatir^ battle
the enemy finally took these positions on 8 January by a skilfully executed
flanking movement,
and its northern neighbour 100th Mountain Infantry regiment of 5th Mountain
Division, which repulsed strong eneny attacks during the days that followed,
succeeded in holdiiag the area long enough for an orderly withdrawal to be

carried out during the night of IO/II and 11/12 January after all forward
stocks of ammunition, arms and equipment had been moved back,

guards remained on 5th Mountain Division front to cover the withdrawal.
12 January they repulsed a strong French attack, but after their southern
flank had been turned (the much vroakened 44th Division had been able to leave

only small rearguards here) they v/ere forced to fall back on the main forces'
intermediate position. Here too the enemy soon resumed his heavy attacks,
but once again all were repulsed during the day, particularly in the 100th

/Mountain

The 131st Grenadier Regiment of 44th Grenadier Division

Strong roar-
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Mountain Infantry Regiment sector, which allowed an undisturbed, orderly
withdrawal to be carried out during the night,
fighting continued;

Severe mountain-to-mountain

German troops made the difficult crossing of the Rapido
sector without mishap and the last units of the gallant Mountain troops
reached the Gustav position during the night of 15/l6th January. Unfortun
ately German losses had also been very heavy, and for this reason one batta
lion of 15th Panzer Grenadier Division and 3rd Mountain Battalion coming from
the northern part of the Iilaijella hills had to be subordinated to 5th Mountain
Division so that the Gustav position could be manned in sufficient strength.

General Glasl s report in the records of the Historical Division (MS -
203) gives a detailed report of the fighting v/hich took place.

2) Central Sector

During this period the main force of 44th Division (vri.th 2 battalions of
29th I^nzer Grenadier Division in the Cervaro area) had to v/ithlvold enen^y
attacks by 2 U.S, Corps which was advancing north of Route 6 on S, Vittore,
la Chiaia and Cervaro.

developed,
battle. La Chiaia fell on the following day, whilst in the mountainous area to
the north the heights at Cervaro were not taken until 10 January and the place
itself on 12 January owing to determined resistance on the part of the Panzer
Grenadiers,

obstacle in front of the Cassino valley, M. Trocchio, and linked up there with
units of the 44th and "Hermann Goering" Divisions which, after a battle last
ing several days, had been forced to relinquish M, Porchia and the surrounding
area in face of a combined attack by American troops from the east and British
troops from the south.

Here too hard fighting for particular hill-tops
S, Vittore was lost on 6 Janiiary after a three-day houso-to-houso

These troops then fell back slowly in the direction of the last

M, Trocchio, a bare, isolated ridge, dominated on all sides, easily
For this reasonobserved and exposed to fire, was unsuitable for defence,

it v/as manned temporarily to provide a support for troops fighting further
north,

line,

also.

It was evacuated on 15 January, being the last position of the Gustav

Later, only observation posts -were set up on the height by the enemy

II. 1) The Gustav Position:

At this time the position was well-consolidated in the Rapido and
Garigliano valleys and on the rising ground west of the Garigliano, but was
very weak in the mountainous area west of the Garigliano and particularly so
in the 5th Mountain Division sector north of the S. Elia - Atina road, where
every effort vra.s made to speed up consolidation after the arrival of the

division by its experienced commander,
fact that, on the basis of previous battle experience, C,-in-C
Tenth Army H,Q. ordered positions to be set up on the reverse slopes, a view
which was ̂also strongly advocated by General Ringel,
been forced to attack downhill he will be exposed to German machine-gun and
artillery fire at a critical moment, v/hilst his own artillery vdll not be
able to support a penetration so effectively,
ward slopes can be destroyed more easily by the enemy preliminary bombardment.

The delay was caused mainly by the
South and•)

Once the enemy has

Moreover, positions on for-

The staffs which v/ere sent out to survey positions, however, were dravm
entirely from lovyland divisions and made repeated attempts to find forward-
slope positions, as otherwise the field of fire would be inadequate,
more, mny slopes which they declared unscalable vrerc later easily overcome,
especially by the Prench-African divisions, and offered acceptable penetration
points.

Purther-
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The fact that 5th Mountain Division, which understood mountain fighting,
vj-as in action in the northern part of the mountain chain had a decisive
influence on the outcome of the second and third Cassino battles,

artillery observation posts of XIV Panzer Corps, overlooking the Allied rear
and able even to direct fire on assembly areas, v/ere situated here. The

observation posts south of the Lari were also good, but could not be used with
the same effect as most of the fighting took place on the slopes of M. Cairo.

The best

2) Defending Forces:

As the German war diaries and the contributions of thoseAuthor's note:

who particupated in these battles, most of whom are in British custody, have
not yet arrived, a number of details are missing from paragraphs 2 and 3.

The advanced divisions had suffered more heavily than had been expected

in the fighting for the intermediate positions,
the frequently arising threat that the enemy would break through at an un-^
observed point on the sparsely-manned front without being observed by adjoining
imits and cut off troops still holding out from the Gustav position. For this
reason reserves had to be used repeatedly at the most seriously threatened
points, troops being draym from 29th Panzer Grenadier Division, the "Hennann
Goering" Division, and at times also from 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division, just
after these divisions had succeeded in assembling their dispersed forces.

This was caused primarily by

Reorganisation was in progress when the nev/ attack v/as launched in the
middle of January.

The 9Lth Division v>ra.s holding a very broad front on the right wing from
Gaeta to the river-bend east of Castelforte.

Adjoining this division, 15th Panzer Grenadier Division with the Corvin
battle group of the "Hermann Goering" Division was holding a front stretching
approximately to the railway south of Cassino.

The 44th Division was in the Cassino sector, but was exhausted and^in need
Fortunately a nev/ division, theof relief after its first large-scale action.

71st Infantry commanded by General Raapke, was brought up from Istria just at
this moment. The foremost regiment, the 211th, took over the sector on the
right, on both sides of the tovm of Cassino, and it v/as also possible to
relieve the left wing valley sector tovirards Belmonte, thus shortening the broad

Both regiments fouglit5th Mountain Division front before the battle began,
excellently.

The 5th Mountain Division occupied the adjoining mountainous area to the

north, -with 3rd Mountain Infantry Battalion on the slopes of M, Mare on its ^
left wing. The 8th Panzer Grenadier Regiment of 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division
also remained in this area temporarily.

As already mentioned, the artillery played a vital part in^the Cassino^
battles. All Army artillery which had arrived and most batteries of divisions
in reserve were concentrated here in various groups under the direction of the
XIV Panzer Corps artillery commander. The AA concentrated in the lari valley

closely co-ordinated ̂ with this system so that, if required, its 88 nim
batteries could take part in the ground fighting. It was very dafficult to
find positions for batteries which afforded some degree of cover against ground
observation. In any case the gun-crews suffered heavily from enemy fire
directed by spotter aircraft and their losses were considerable.

was

The favourable observation conditions have already been

Besides those on the flanks, there was also a large selection of observation

/positions
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positions on the slopes of 11. Cairo, For this reason there was absolutely
need to use Cassino monastery for observation, quite apart from the fact that
C.-in-C., South had issued orders to this effect. The monastery v/as not
entered by German troops until after its destruction, the rubble-covered
vaults providing good shelters for the troops.

no

Enemy Units:

The follovdng Allied divisions took part in the attack:

5th, 56th and 46th Divisions of 10 British Corps,
36th and 34th Divisions of 2 U.S. Corps,
3rd Algerian and 2nd Moroccan Divisions of the French
Expeditionary Corps, as v/ell as strong armoured and
artillery forces.

3) Course of the Second Battle of Cassino

(a) On the Garigliano

In the first half of January, reports reached Tenth Array H.Q. that the
enemy was planning an attack near the coast and that he had received rein

forcements for this purpose,
offensive against the Gustav position,
warships to support land operations and make small-scale landings behind the
front, in addition to 'v7hich the Allied command would presmiably know that
94th Division position v/as relatively v/eakly manned,
not be released for this sector before it v/as knov-m where the eneniy would
make his main effort.

This was presumed to be the opening of the
In this area the enemy could use

Strong reserves could

The British attack on 94th Division, v/hich had recently been taken over
by General Steinrnetz, opened during the night of I7/I8 January.

The 5th British Division crossed the Garigliano, which was defended only
by outposts, landed other units behind the river and quickly worked their way
up to the defence line on the hill-sides,
and Tufo from the south-east and after fluctuating fighting succeeded in
establishing themselves there and on the neighbouring Mils to the north and

north-v/est as far as Capo d'Acqua by the eveMng of 19 January,
bridgehead of some size was formed.

Other uMts advanced on Mnturno

Thus a

Even more dangerous were the penetrations in the Castelforte area,
■s/here large tracts of mountain territory around Ventosa and Castelforte, in
particular the mountains from there to the east projecting over li, luga, were
captured by the eneiry during the first two days of the attack in spite of
determined defence by 276th Regiment,

It v/as quite obvious that the two Grenadier regiments of 94th Division
in action here were too weak to ward off an attack by two British divisions.
A break-through on the lari in the rear of 15th Panzer Grenadier Division was
threatened, although the latter for its part had frustrated all attenpts to
cross the river at end north of S. Mibrogio, inflicting very heavy losses on
the eneny.

XIV Panzer Corps threw all available reserves into the threatened sectors;

Part of the Corvin regiment, formerly ‘vvith 15th Panzer Grenadier Division,
was sent in partly east of Castclforte and partly into the southern area of the
Ausente sector; the 44th Reconnaissance UMt was sent in north-west of Castel-
forte and 94th Division traiMng Battalion at S, Vito west of the Ausente vailley.

/Tenth
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Tenth Army H. Q. aind C,-in-G., South-West were aware that these measm-es
were inadequate. As soon as he perceived the difficulties of the situation,
the latter made available from his ovm reserves 29th Ituizor Grenadier Division,
v\rhich had just been re-assembled, and 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, which had
just been brought down from the Adriatic. They were to make a strong counter
attack immediately, retake lost ground, and then be withdravm into reserve
again as quickly as possible.

The 1st Paratroop Corps H.Q. (General Schlemm) was brought up south of the
Liri to control operations as, oAiving to the main attacks anticipated further
north, the area appeared to be growing too large for a Corps H.Q,

The 29th Panzer Grenadier Division, minus the Armoured Reconnaissance
Unit and Il/71st Panzer Grenadier Regiment \7hich were left behind for coastal
defence duties, arrived very quickly, but only parts of 90'th Panzer Grenadier
Division appeared at first ov/ing to delays on the march. They were sent in
on both sides of the Ausente valley, the 90th on the right and the 29th on the
left, and took over command of all troops in their sector.

The counter-attack was launched towards midday on 20 January, the main
effort being made in the direction of Mnturno and Castelforte and to the

east; the bridgehead north of Ivilnturno ms hemmed in and 29th Panzer Grenadier
Division regained some ground. More extensive successes v/ere achieved on

21 January; the hill north of linturno was partially retaken, the eneiry pushed
back some distance on both sides of Castelforte, and contact established to the

east with 15th Panzer Grenadier Division wing, v/hich was still holding its old
position. Thus it v/as hoped tlmt the British would be pushed back over the
Garigliano in the next few days as the power of the attack v/as steadily increas
ing after the arrival at the front of artillery batteries of both divisions and

the regrouping of all artillery in the sector.

Just at this moment the Anzio-Wettuno landing was made (night of 21/22
January). Ov/ing to inadequate reconnaissance, this came as a complete surprise.
Thus it was clear that the attack on 94th Division had been a feint to pin dovm

resejrves, and this- vra.s confirmed by prisoners. This purpose had been served
vd-th complete success. Apart from 3rd Panzer Grenadier Division wliich vra-s on

the march, G, -in-C. , South-West had no reserves at his disposal, .After con
sidering whether whole divisions or more readily available reserves of various

divisions should be withdra-wn, the latter course was decided upon in view of
the need for inmediate action and the following orders issued.

(a) The counter-attack on the Tenth Army front is to be broken off.

(t) Tenth Army will immediately dispatch the following units to the landing
area;

1st Paratroop Corps H. Q,
Corvin battle group
1 st regiment of 15th Panzer Grenadier Division

with appropriate
artillery

71st Division (without the two Grenadier regiments in action at
Cassino)

26th Panzer Division, whose relief period on the Adriatic had

just ended, and other smaller groups, such as the machine-gun
battalion of the 1st Paratroop Division etc.
LXXVI Panzer Corps H.Q. when relieved by LI JSountain Corps

(General Peuerstein)

(c) Fourteenth Army H. Q. Yd.ll take over command at Anzio; boundary between
the tvYo Armies; Terracina - Artcna - west of Tivoli.

/All
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All movoments necessitated by this order v/ere carried out v/ith great speed,
particularly as the early elimination of the bridgehead was a matter of the
greatest importance for the Tenth Army itself. If the severe battles for
Cassino Y/hich broke out at the same time had not tied dovYn every man of the
forces which remained behind, the Army would certainly have released more
troops.

Forces vrere Yrithdrawn from the Garigliano front without difficulty; the
situation was even improved by small-scale attacks, but in general the situa
tion remained unchanged, the British in Minturno and the Germans in Castelforte.
A new defence front could soon bo set up behind this line,
M. Juga and the slopes of 1, Mclo alone continued difficult for a time.
27 January 46th British Division lauinchod fresh attacks and after fluctuating
fighting succeeded in taking M. Juga and IVi. Ornito, adjoining it to the north,
by the beginning of February. The right wing of 15th Panzer Grenadier
Division which, with 267th Grenadier Regiment of 94th Division v/as still in its
old position on the river, had to be ydthdra™.

Fighting then died down all along this sector, but the mountainous district
north of M. Jugo continued to be the weakest point in the German-line south of
the liri.

(b) The liri Valley

The situation on

On

The 15th Panzer Grenadier Division position in the Ldri valley was
particularly v/ell-fortified and manned, althought not very strongly, by experi
enced troops. It therefore appeared improbable that an attack of any size
would be attempted in this area. Small-scale attacks aimed at taking the bend
in the Garigliano north of the Liri estuary were unsuccessful. It vra-s there
fore rather surprising when, after extremely heavy ai'tillery preparation, size
able groups crossed the river in the area on both sides of S. Angelo on the
evening of 20 January,
heavy losses returned to the east bank,

effort on the afternoon of 21 January; the enemy succeeded in establishing
small bridgeheads, but these v/ere quickly broken up by povrerful counter-attacks,

evening the enemy attack had once again broken dovwa completely.
Command had previously thought that these were raiding operations in strength,
aimed at drawing forces and pinning them down,
clear picture of the situation vra-s available, heavy enei^y losses, including
over 700 prisoners, shovrod that in fact a v/hole division, 36th U. S
part in the attack and that 104th Panzer Grenadier Regiment had achieved a
great defensive victory, which vra.s all the more appreciable in vievY of the
relatively slight German losses.

They met yyith heavy resistance and after sustaining
The attempt was repeated ivith greater

The German

On the follomng day, vYhen a

had taken
• 9

No more attacks were attenqited in this area during the following months.

The release of 104th Panzer Grenadier Regiment for Anzio necessitated a
number of changes in units at the front:

Units of 139th Panzer Grenadier Regiment south of the lari VYcre relieved
by 134th Regiment of 44th Division and those on the river bond north of the
lari by 115th Reconnaissance Unit.
Regiment took over a battalion sector, the divisional boundary being moved
south, and 129th Panzer Grenadier Regiment occupied the remainder of the
valley sector,

(c) North of Gassino

South of the railvYay 211 st Grenadier

The battles for the high ground north of the lari valley opened -with an
attack by the French Expeditionary Corps on 21 Januiary. The outposts in

/front
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front of the Gustav line vroro driven back to the heights south of M. Croce, but
the attack vra.s held up at the mountain itself,
the south of it were taken on 23 January, but further advances were stopped by
strong counter-attacks.

This height and simll hills to

During the night of 2Z|-/25Pressure was thereupon moved further soutlr,
January the 34th U, S. Division attacked over the mar slay Rapido meadows in the
direction of Csiiro village and to the south,
in the front manned by the already exhausted 131st and 132nd Regiments of 44th
Grenadier Division which had not been able to consolidate to the same extent as

Hero the enemy found- a weak spot

had been the case further south,

foot of a steep hill, making the movement.of counter-attack reserves by day and
even of supplies by night on the steep road do^7n to Cairo extremely difficult
and exposing them to eneny fire,
and stubbornly, repulsing couiitless day and night attacks,
Americans, continually mald.ng obstinate attacks supported by extremely heo.vy
artillery fire, succeeded in gaining on 28 January a firm foothold betvroen
M. Villa and Cairo; and reinforcements, particularly tanks, vrere brought in
during the days that follov/ed,
Algerian troops were also advancing on Cairo from the north and, after hard
fighting the village fell into enemy hands on 3'1 January,

Ifcroover, the position Tra.s situated at the

In spite of this the Grenadiers fought bravel

All German counter-attacks broke down.

y
Finally the

The 3' rd. Algerian Division had meanwhile fought its way forward north of
S. Elia through the Belmonte Valley and, after an all-day battle on 27 January,
established itself on Belvedere hill at the entrance of the valley,
point it advanced slovTly on both sides of the road to Terelle and blocked it to
the south from the height above the Serpentine road.

The actions of the past few days proved to Army H.Q. that the forces at

present in the Cassino area vrore not adequate to hold the strong attacks .which
were anticipated.

From this

For this reason it made t\7o difficult decisions:

1) On the southern wing 94th Division with its two vroakened regiments had been
reinforced by 90th Panzer Grenadier Division, No more large-scale attacks
v/ere expected, but all the same the threat to the exposed vd.ng which might
result from small-scale attacks on the more important sectors of the ne\7

position undergoing consolidation had to be taken into consideration. In

spite of this, the risk of vd-thdramng 90th Panzer Grenadier Division had

to be taken: .i\rray H, Q. was particularly anxious to hand over command of

the southern sector of the Cassino front to the energetic commander of

90th Panzer Grenadier Division, Colonel Bade, as the commander of 44th
Division, Genearal Franck, a reliable old officer formerly in the Austrian

Army, was familiar neither with the troops nor i/vith the conditions of the
Italian theatre and could no longer manage single-handed the ever-

increasing number of units from various divisions which were to be used
in his area. On 1 February Colonel Bade took over command of the Cassino

front between the 15th and 44th Divisions, bringing his artillery vath
him whilst the infai/itry follov/ed up more slowly.

2) After the release of 26th Panzer and 90th Panzer Grenadier Divisions, the
1 st Paratroop Division was the only battle-experienced formation loft on
the Adriatic. The British Eighth /jrmy had released divisions to the

American Fifth Army, but was presumably still sufficiently strong to
participate in the present major operation by the Allied Army Group.
Any sizeable attack on the other tvro divisions of LI Mountain Corps,
which were supposed to hold a 70 km front, could lead to a disaster of
immeasurable consequence, Howrever, the risk had to be taken in spite
of this, or Cassino could not be held, Arny H. Q, therefore ordered
1st Paratroop Division to be relieved by 305th Division, whose 3rd

/Regiment
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Regiment and an artillei'y group v/ould continue to hold the iJaiJella
sector, concentrating on and south of the Alfcdena Phss,

lioving the Paratroops to Cassino took some time, as available transport
was sufficient for only 1 to 2 battalions.

February Battles for Cassino

During the opening days of S'ebruaj:y bitter fighting took place for the
innumerable sipall rises on the ridge betv/oen Cassino and M. Cairo. The heights
generally changed hands several times before they finally fell to the tenaciously
advancing Americans. Heavy attacks ?irere also made in the direction of Terelle
but the village V7hich was situated on high groimd could not be reached. ’

The flexible fire concentrations of the German artillery played an import
ant part in the defence, particularly as the enemy had even brought tanks
onto the high ground. A futile attack from tho north was made on the; town"of
Cassino itself. On 3 February a critical situation existed for a time north
of the monastery, but was finally overcome. The first Paratroop battalion to
aircive gave valuable support to the young Grenadiers of 211st Regiment, who
vied Yvith their battle-experienced corarades. Colonel Bade personally hurried
from battalion to battalion, these being in dispersed battle groups vdthout
proper communications, and v/as the driving force behind the defence. Ihilst
the other Paratroops battalions wore being sent in on the southern slope, the
regiments of 90th Panzer Grenadier Division reinforced the already widely-
dispersed troops holding the v/ostem flank.

up

They came just at the right
moment to prevent further developments in an already menacing situation. Tho
2 U.S. Corps also brought up fresh forces, beginning vdth 36th Division* and by
about 8 February equilibrium was restored. Tho encuy continued to make small
penetrations, but was no longer capable of changing the front-line to any
decisive degree. German coixntcr-attacks also produced no lasting result.
Losses on both sides wore very heavy and, as a result of general exhaustion
tho bitter fighting ceased on 12 February. ’

Meanwhile the enemy did not remain inactive; the New Zealand Corps reliev
ed 2 U.S. Corps; Indian troops appeared on the height facing the monastery,
Nev/ Zealanders in the valley. On 15 February several heavy and unexpected air
attacks v/ere made on the famous monastery, followed by bursts of heavy artill
ery fire. The defence was not put at a disadvantage by this action, indeed
only advantages resulted. The monastery building was severely damaged, but
its riiins could now be used unrestrictedly as safe dug-outs. Thus the’attacks
by Indian troops which follov/ed shortly afterwards v/ere unsuccessful. The
Nev/ Zealand Division in the valley was also unable to make progress tov/ards
Cassino village. A sizeable penetration was made at Cassino railvra.y station,
an inportant crossing point on the Rapido, during the night of I7/I8 February
but the situation was quickly restored,

(e) Final Observations

Thus the second Cassino battle ended. Owing to the Anzio-Nettuno land-
iiogs it had been carried out under difficult circumstances and can be recorded
as a complete defensive victory for the Tenth Arigy, Certainly territory had
been lost on the lowrer Garigliano and in the mountains north-v/cst of Cassino,
but the enenqy had nowhere achieved any notable success. The Gustav position
had withstood its baptism of fi3?e.

A lull of SOIIK2 duration set in, the time being used to consolidate posi
tions and relieve units, as C,-in-C, _  South-Yfest wished to exchange exhausted
units fron the_bridgehead with fresher Tenth Army troops for the, decisive blow
against the bridgehead which had been planned for the end of February.
High Command had great hopes of this operation.

♦}

The

Not only was tho bridgehead
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to be eliminated, but counter-attacks vrere to be launched on the Tenth Army
front immediately afterwards to clear up encniy penetrations into the Gustav

position on the Garigliano and at Cassino,

The 71st Infantry Division began to relieve 29th Panzer Grenadier Division

on 10 February; 1st Paratroop Division relieved 211st Regiment which fought so
well at Oassino,

killed by a stray bullet a few days later after it had taken over a quiet sector.
This was an irreplaceable loss for the division.

The 191st Regiment sector viras taken over by 44th Division which in turn

handed over its right 'wing positions to 90th Panzer Grenadier Division,

of this division was, however, soon relieved by 1st Paratroop Division and it
went to a rest area.
Colonel Bade as commander of the Cassino sector.

Unfortunately, the outstanding commander of this unit ttus

Most

At the beginning of Iferch, General Heidrich replaced

The 104th Panzer Grenadier Regiment returned to 15th Panzer Grenadier

Division so that 267th Grenadier Regiment could rejoin the 94th Division,

Only the 134th Grenadier Regiment of 44th Division had still to be
relieved.

In place of General Ringel, v/ho was due to take over, Colonel Schrank,
also experienced in mountain fighting, vas appointed commander of 5th Moxxntain
Division,

As Tenth Army H,Q. feared after its experience at Salerno, the major attack
on the Anzio bridgehead came to a halt after an initial success,

further plans of attack broke dovm; imfortunately there v/as no apparent viray of
breaking the deadlock, although this might have been practicable in the 71st
division sector at the expense of sor.ie ground,
point on the Anqy front v/ith only one inadequate approach route for the whole
division and without properly covered artillery positions.

Thus all

This was therefore the weakest

In the middle of March the Array received the 114th Infantry Division
This was formerly a holding division v/hich hadcommanded by General Bourquin,

sustained heavy losses at Anzio and was now to be changed into a full-strength
field division,

of 305th Division being subordinate to it for the time being.
It was moved into the SiLmona sector, the Grenadier regiment

Ifcanwhile every effort vra.s made during these weeks to press forward Yd.th
the work of consolidating the position, the southern part of which
had to be moved back ovd.ng to the Anzio bridgehead, Ifore squads of Italian
workers v/ere enlisted and a Slovak construction brigade brought up.

Ill, During these weeks, activity at the front did not cease altogether;
enemy artillery, assisted by observation aircraft, occupied itself with the
methodical destruction of battery positions and bridges. Array H,Q, ordered
large numbers of smoke generators to provide some degree of protection against
this, and if necessary to prevent direct observation of targets which had been

Unfortunately the smoke producing agent could not be manufactured in

the

hit,

Germany to the extent required.

In spite of the many indications of a fresh attack, the opening of the
It began on the morning of 15 March3rd Cassino battle came as a surprise,

with hour after hour of air attacks of unprecedented strength on the tovm of
Cassino and the surrounding heights, followed by  a heavy and concentrated

This colossal rain of bombs and shells did
There is a difference between bombarding

artillery bombardment at midday,
not have the expected effect,
positions and towns on the plain and hill-side dugouts and an Italian moimtain
town with its cluster of hard-stone houses if the troops in those dugouts and
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houses have the courage and morale to endure such  a superhuman strain. The
paratroops had both. As the Not/ Zealanders moved for'/zard from the noi'’th into
the ruins of Virhat had once been a tovm they v/cre met by a heavy macMnc-gun,
mortar, assault.gun and anti-tank gun fire from every heap of rubble. The
tanks could not pass the bomb craters and vrcre attacked vdth close combat

weapons. The advanced stopped as soon as it had begun. The paratroops
achieved the mastery of the bitter individual action v>rhich ensued. On
16 March the northern quarter of the town and a fevv ruined houses on the
eastern side were finally lost, Wc’w Zeala.nd troops atta.cking from the south
took the stronglj^-contcsted Castle Hill on the height above the tovm. Troops
of 4th Indian Division relieved them and pushed on to storm the next ridge in
front of the monastery, The paratroops did not waver; isolated groups even
hold out in captured territory. On 17 iviarch the Indians were throivTi back by
a successful counter-attack, but Cdstlo liLll itself was not recaptured. The
crisis reached its climax on this day. The railway station which had so far
vd-thstood assaults from the ea.st was taken by an attc.ck from the north ajid the

enemy pushed on past it a short distance to the south. The danger of a link
up bot-;Voen the assault groups in the valley o.nd on the mountains was greatly
increased, but the narrow intervening strip was made of steel and 'v/ithstood the

hcaviost pressure. The para.ti'oops loa.pt foiw/aerd through gaps bet’wcon the
assault groups and surprised the enemy with fire from the flanks .and rear.
On 19 kJarch another succossfeil attack by Ifth Paratroop Hegiment reached the
vicinity of Castle liill and isolated the Indian troops who had advanced further

south. A simultaneous eneriy armoured attack- on the left flanlc of the regiment
at Albaneta Parra broke down in minefields and artillery'- fire. The latter

provided particularly effective support for the defence, the enemy thus paying
the penalty of not having elimnated the artillery observation posts on the
right wing of .9th Mountain Division before this attack. The situation could
bo considered stabilised as from 20 March; although fresh troops were sent in,
the enemy was unable to mal-co further gains. The offensive died dovm; during
the night of 24/25 the enemy evacuated the advanced positions oast of the
monastery, and on 26 and 27 iferch the remaining enemy outposts were cleared
and positions slightly improved. Thus the 3rd Gassino battle silso reached its
conclusion,

the iron tenacity and unswerving resolution of true soldiers had overcome a
concentration of material on a narrov.' front which probably had no precedent
even in this war.

The 1 st Paratroop Division had acliieved its greatest triumph;

The month of April passed without any fighting of importance.

in the fighting in front of and onIV. -Although the Allies had some succe
the Bernhard position, t.ho gains made in the Cassino battles did not repay the

In spite of the deep bulge in its

ss

heavy expenditure of men and material,
rear, Gassino was not taken by storm oven during the ihy offensive, but was
reluctantly abandoned by the 1st Paratroop Division on the direct orders of
Tenth Army H.Q. ovd.ng to developments in the situation in the liri Valley.

Thei-o can be noThe bridgehead on the lower Garigliano was more troublesome,
doubt, hov/ever, tliat in view of the strain on German forces after the failure
of the counter-attack at Anzio, the greatly superior Allied divisions, which
'were prepared in every ¥ra.y for moixntain fighting, would have broken through
the front at this point even if the bridgehead had not existed.

We must therefore reconsider whether the Allies could not have attained

the objective more quickly and at less cost, in other xra.y.some

As already stated in part 0, the Allied landing operations in 1943 were
influenced by an over-estimate of German strength at the time. In contrast

Allied plans after the capture of the Naples area indicate, as far
study of American publications on the ccuiipaign

/in

to tids,
as can be ascertained from a
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in Italy, that German strength and terrain difficulties had iDCcn greatly
imdorestimatod.

Other’/dsc there is no ot.hor explanation for the transfer of the point of
main effort in ensuing operations to a line which was certainly the shortest
route to Rome, hut at the sajne time the most strongly fortified in the whole
Italian campaign by natural barriers, defences and troops.

Prom a Gerimn point of view the ans^/er to the qu tion whether by a
different deployment of forces the Allies could have broken do\m the German
defence in Ita,ly (at least as far as the northern Apennines) and thus ta.kcn
the capital sooner and at less cost must definitely bo in the affirmative.

Vx k3

As the Allied Command r^s warned in good time of the deployment of Gorman
forces and the consolidation of positions in the roar by its excellent air
reconnaissance and '*7irolcss intelligence services, it possessed the data neces
sary fox' making a decision such as this. It must have known, that the broad

plain on the Adriatic stretching far to the north was the most suitable area

for full deplo3niiont of its great armoured and air superiority as well as for
constant support by the fleet, Mox’cover, this area was the most v/oakly manned
and its fortification construction the least developed in the theatre. Only
two raods lead into this area from the north; the coastal road and the J/iacerata

- Terajmo - Ghieti road v7hich liad a lower traffic capacity and passed tiu-ough
mountainous areas. Every east-vrost road lead over exposed passes, numerous
bridges and tixrough defiles. If the whole Mr Force, including the strategic
arm, had been used to carry out methodical operations, a major transfer of
Gorman forces from the - ‘Ij^rrhcnian Sea to the Adriatic would have been prevented,
for a limited period or, at the very least, divisions v/ould have been hold up
and dispersed on the max'ch to such an extent that they could no longer have had
any influence on the outcome of the situation.

If the necessary arrangements had been made promptly, supply could have
been based on Adriatic ports of sufficient capacity and supplemented from
Naples vdthout undue difficulty.

The Sangro battle would probably have been the most j)romising moment for
this transfer of pressure,
front vrcrc neither capable of a major counter-attack nor would one have produced
any success worth mentioning if the bulk of the Allied Army launched a simultane
ous attack on the Adriatic,

At thafe time the Gci''man forces on the southern

About 3 divisions would have boon sufficient to
The 65th German Division, however, would have collap-cover the southern area,

sod under a mass attack such as this on the first day, thus giving the Allies a
A simultaneous iUliod landing in the north ^it Incona for instance)free- ha.nd.

-would have encotintercd fev/er difficulties than that wiiich was made later at

Anzio-Nottuno, All o-vailable reserves belonging to G. -in-C, , South and Army
Group Rommel v/ould have been dra-'/m and pinned dov/n, but thw bridgehead could
Viave been maintained until pressm-c from the south made itself felt. The
Gorman troops on the southern front could not have been saved unless they vdth-

Rome 770uld have fallen v/ithout adrew to the north as quickly as possible.
fight.

If the British Eighth Arixy had turned from the Adriatic in the direction

of Rome, as had often been contemplated in Allied strategy, it would, xinlike
the tlirust to the north, have encountered the same difficulties on the main

ridge of the Apennines as those experience in the attacks on Cassino.
Comparatively small Germcui forces would have sufficed to hold the few service
able roads in this area.

Allied tactical use of large and small forces proved to be skilful and
The somid choice and exploitation of favoiorable ground Y/asflexible.

/particulai-ly
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particularly striking, as \7as the skill of the troops in the mountains and
in night attacks, this latter being in contrast to the German Army i^^iiich had
never taken to fighting at night and therefore rarely mastered the toclTiiiquc,

In the Goi-inan view. Allied operational orders v/ere over-cautious and

did not allov7 subordinate coimraandcrs enough freedom to exploit advaarbages.
ifcreover,. for\7ard Eissault groups vrorc too vfeak and reserves too strong,
dimisMng the imj^otus of the attack and sometimes leading to reverses wliich,
although usually only tcnqporary, retarded its progress.

Allied troops pressed homo attacks and clung to captured ground vath
The Allied comnand could also relinquish ground andoutstanding tenacity,

fall back if tliis appeared to bo in the interest of the battle, a possibility
denied the Germans since Hitler took over.

The harmonious co-operation betvv'oen Army, Air Horcc and Navy under one
upremc command V7as regarded by the Germans v.'ith envy.

(Signed) Heinrich von Victinghoff

.'SBCNdT
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APPENDIX

An Account of tho "Hcrmnn Gooring” Division at Salerno
9-17 Sept ember"1943, v/ritten by ̂ noraj Schmalz

Hcr’mann Gocring" Division was in the
.1 fresh ̂ XLlied landing was expected,

The attitude of the Italians v/as also

In conjunction T.dth l6th Panzer Division reconnaissance unit at
at Capri, Naples, dunea and on

The

After the evacuation of Sicily the
Caserta area to rest and re-equip,
''Jhcre it would he made T,ms uncertadn.

doubtful,

Salerno, the division posted signads dctaclnaonts
the Volturno estuary to watch tho coast and report landings promptly,
troops ’.vore standing hy for immediate action. On 7 September the division
received an aircraft report that a large landing fleet ha.d put to sea and was
moving north-cast. The course indicated Naples, A report that landings had
been made at Salerno came in during the night of 8/9 September. XIV Panzer
Corns immediately ordered the division to attack ajid destroy tho oncjiiy Ia.nding
force. 0.“m.ng to losses sustained on Sicily, the division then disposed of
only 2 Panzer Grenadier battalions, 1 Engineer battalion, a reconnaissance unit
caid about 20 to 30 tanks, 1 asso.ult-gun company, 3 artillery batteries and
3  batteries.

On 9 September the division left its billets at Gaserta and moved up along
the route Nocera - Vierti - Salerno. Contact was established at Nocora T,vith

tho I6th Heconnaissance Unit patrols which had been pushed back. The two
divisions defending the coast had dropped out follovring their defection,

Salerno

Italian

Vietri occupiedTho oneny situation was reported as follows;
by enemy, large groups of lending vessels and warships in Salerno Bay, IvMn
body of the 16th Reconnaissance Unit in action on northern outskirts of Salerno.
16th Reconnaissance Unit ii.Q. at Pollcaano, As they arrived, units of the
division v/cro sent in on the Nocora - Victri road 'co hold the enemy up and

from naval artillery fire,later to attack. The spearheads, suffering losses
reached tho area north of Cava and the hill-slopes on the right and left o^ tho
road on the evening of 9 September, A oompany from Gamcrrelle launched an
attack on M.S. Angelo whilst parts of the reconnaissance umt moved forward on
tho Pagani - Mahore road. Tho division 'vva-s in contact with the enemy north ot
Ca-va, on M. S. Angelo and at Gairpilola, Righting was hard and costly, particu
larly on the road to Viotri. The l6th Reconnaissance Unit (attached to the
"Hermann Goering" Division) had been pushed back several kilometres north oi
Salerno, v/hore it was in action against the enciiy.

The atta-cks launched by tho division on 10 September reached the southern
Tanks could not be used criecc—

Heavj^ fighting broke out on
important artillery observation point,

tho rugged mountainous terrain melted away.
Individua.1 companies

part of Cava, but made no further progress,
"  of the narrow valley.ively in tho dead ground

both sides of the valley,
Tho weak companies fightin_
The onony infiltrated through tho many gaps in tho front,

acting as raiding parties managed with difficulty to maintain some sort of
cohesive front, although unified control of operations became extremely dif i-
cult. Losses were constantly caused by well-directed fire from warships.
The 103rd Reconnaissance Unit (or one battalion of 15th Einzox’ Gi-onadiei ̂
Division, exact details not Icnown) rolioved 1 6th Reconnaissance Unic in iho

north of Salerno during tho night 1o/l1 September.

w'hich v/as an

in
o

area

or results in theThe 11 and 12 September produced no inprovemenLs
proposed German plans for an attack. On 13 September XIV Panzer Corps
discussed a major attack on Salerno by the rcinforccd^ Hermami Gocring
Division and in the Pacstum area by 1 6th Panzer Division, 29oh
Grenadier Division and units of 15th Panzer Grenadier Division which was lo

/be
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be launched on 1 6 September. During 13 and 14 September the 64th Infantry
Degiment of 3rd Panaer Grenadier Division path 3 battalions, 2 artillery
batteries and 1 mortar brigade were brought to the division holding the
Avollino - Salerno road for this purpose,
east of Salerno at Sordina and made immediate contact wath the enemy,
15 September the "Hermann Gocring" Division tanles wore moved from the Cava
area and brought up to S. ifeingo by v/ay of S, Savcrinb - Baronissi - Ogliara,
The divisional plan of attack v/as: defend Cava, attack Salerno. The infantry
v/as to make a surprise attack yd.thout artillery preparation during the night of
15/16 September, take the heights south of Sordina and break through to the
The armoured force would attack from S. Ifango at dawn and likevdse reach the
sea via Alfani.

Salerno in a combined attack.

The regiment v/as sent in north-
On

sea

It would then linlc up vd.th the Infantry regiment and retake

.

On the morning of 16 September the infantry surprised the enemy and took
the high ground vdthout losses and had advanced as far as the area west of
II .iVlonte v/hen it ran into heavy enemy artillciy fire and a British counter
attack. The attack was still mald.ng progi’ess when two battalion staffs v/cre
suddenly knocked out in close combat actions,

these battalions, temporarily deprived of their leaders, brought the attack to
a standstill. The Panzer Grenadiers were sent in prematurely by the unexpect
ed intervention of a senior officer. Thus they could not be supported as
planned and this attack too broke do\wi in the Alfani area. The offensive had
certainly resulted in a reduction of the bridgehead, but did not lead to a
split in the enemy landing front and to the recapture of Salerno,
captured positions were disadvantageous and suffered heavily from artillery
fire.

The ensuing confusion amongst

The newly-

They wore held, hov/over, until the Tenth Army order for the ’.'dthdraviral
to a no\7 line arrived on 21 September,
lino was carried out by sectors,
lino and was to bo reached by delaying actions,
lines wore sought out, occupied by advance-parties and light defences set
Most of the troops fell back to the nc’.7 positions at night,
rearguard.s to face the eneny.
defence line if pressure became too heavy,
reached the temporary main defence line all the artillery had been brought into
position and was ready for action,
ly. The time taken in bringing up artillery along the narravT mountain roads
allov/cd oui' troops to prepare defences,
up roads and bridges, ' After troops had been i/ithdrawn demolitions vrore
carried out vdthout a hitch,

during a very violent storm and had to be rebuilt,
position vrore in progress, the question whether this work vrould bo finished in
time caused some excitement.

The Vvrithdravra.1 to the nev; Tenth Army
The Volturno v/as to bo the new main defence

For this purpose new' defence
up.

leaving strong
These wore only to wlthdrav; to the new main

By the time the rearguards had

The enemy follov/ed up slovTly and cautious-

Engineer battalions v/ere used to blo'w

One bridge, how'ever, was destroyed by lightning
As v/ithdrawals to a new

If the enemy had followed up closely at this
Hovrover, everythingmoment the consequences would have been immeasurable,

went v/ell.

In retrospect I should like to summarise my viev/s on German counter

measures at Salerno based on my experience of the invasion of Sicily and five
rivcr-crossing operations.

Given the clement of surprise and air superiority, any v/oll-prepared
river-crossing operation or coastal landing, v/hich is similar in some v/ays,
must be successful. The defenders cannot expect success unless they have
strongly-manned and fortified positions or strong land and air forces can be

brought up to counter-attack,
ary conditions either on Sicily or at Salerno,
improvised and inadequate,
from their positions the moment the landing v/as made and they had only just
deserted their allies- vdien the Salerno landing took place.

The defence could not fulfill these prelimin

On Sicily the Italians holding the coast fled

The only replac

-
Coastal fortifications were

c-
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mcnts along the wholo coastal sector were G-errnan signals detaclimcnts whilst
Salerno itself was held hy one Gcrnian company with 6 field-guns, German
counter-measures could not be put into effect until troops had been brought
up to the enemy bridgeheads,
these movements had to be made by day and Y/ex’c exposed to enemy air operations.
There vrere not enough German aircraft available to make their presence felt,

use only two narrow mountain

Gjvdng to the urgent nature of the situation,

The "Hermann Goering" Division for example could
roads to make an immediate counter-attack, and these were covered by the

High ground had to be taken from theenemy air force and naval artillery,
before Gorman artillery observation positions could be set up,
used the time thus lost to make further landings and bring up reinforcc-

Fire from heavy naval artillery was particularly troublesome.

The
enemy

onciTiy

mcnts,

infantry actions the Gorman soldier felt equal to Ms enemy in every v/ay.
On the other hand he was powerless against the fire of v/arships lying far out
to sea, A battery of 1 7 cm gvms vdiich v/as at our disposal on Sicily v/as
used \7ith good effect against British warships. There was no such artillery
at Salerno. The enemy air force did not have a decisive influence on the

ground fighting in the mountainous terrain around Salerno but had a marked
effect on supply routes.

In

(Signed) Wilhelm Sclmialz
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